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Branch Prediction is a key task in the operation of a high performance processor. An
inaccurate branch predictor results in increased program run-time and a rise in energy
consumption. The drive towards processors with limited die-space and tighter energy
requirements will continue to intensify over the coming years, as will the shift towards
increasingly multicore processors. Both trends make it increasingly important and
increasingly difficult to find effective and efficient branch predictor designs.
This thesis presents savings in energy and die-space through the use of more effi-
cient cooperative branch predictors achieved through novel branch prediction designs.
The first contribution is a new take on the problem of a hybrid dynamic-static branch
predictor allocating branches to be predicted by one of its sub-predictors. A new bias
parameter is introduced as a mechanism for trading off a small amount of performance
for savings in die-space and energy. This is achieved by predicting more branches
with the static predictor, ensuring that only the branches that will most benefit from
the dynamic predictor’s resources are predicted dynamically. This reduces pressure on
the dynamic predictor’s resources allowing for a smaller predictor to achieve very high
accuracy. An improvement in run-time of 7-8% over the baseline BTFN predictor is
observed at a cost of a branch predictor bits budget of much less than 1KB.
Next, a novel approach to branch prediction for multicore data-parallel applica-
tions is presented. The Peloton branch prediction scheme uses a pack of cyclists as an
illustration of how a group of processors running similar tasks can share branch predic-
tions to improve accuracy and reduce runtime. The results show that sharing updates
for conditional branches across the existing interconnect for I-cache and D-cache up-
dates results in a reduction of mispredictions of up to 25% and a reduction in run-time
of up to 6%. McPAT is used to present an energy model that suggests the savings are
achieved at little to no increase in energy required. The technique is then extended to
architectures where the size of the branch predictors may differ between cores. The
results show that such heterogeneity can dramatically reduce the die-space required
for an accurate branch predictor while having little impact on performance and up to
9% energy savings. The approach can be combined with the Peloton branch prediction
scheme for reduction in branch mispredictions of up to 5%.
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The development of modern processors has seen a consistent rise in the power and
speed available, enshrined in Moore’s Law. With multicore and embedded systems
becoming increasingly more common in an increasingly diverse number of settings the
field of processor microarchitecture design is focused on maintaining and improving
performance in the face of novel power, energy and cost challenges provided by these
platforms.
Processors make use of a pipeline structure to allow for a higher throughput of in-
structions, allowing for high speeds that are now required. Branch predictors are an
important component in assuring the speed and energy efficiency of the modern pro-
cessor. Branch predictors are used to keep the processor pipeline filled with the correct
instructions, with high accuracy being important not only for speed of program execu-
tion but also the energy required. This thesis looks at how proven branch prediction
technologies can be combined and enhanced to provide new prediction mechanisms
suitable for embedded and multicore applications.
This thesis takes a hardware based approach to the problem of branch prediction.
As such, most of the discussions are around hardware based problems and solutions
and while the introduction and background chapters introduce the key concepts of
hardware branch prediction, some basic knowledge of computer hardware is assumed.
Furthermore, while this thesis does not seek to explicitly identity problems of branch
prediction that are presented through the level of abstraction available to a compiler,
there are some points at which the assistance of information from the compiler is in-
valuable when presented to the correct hardware elements. As such there will be a
limited discussion of the role that the compiler can play in modern low power branch
prediction techniques. The hardware is considered from an architectural and micro-
1
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architectural stand point. As a result this thesis does not get down to the level of a
hardware description language and gate level layouts.
This thesis uses a cycle accurate simulator to model the performance of the pro-
cessor, which is then coupled with energy estimation tools such as CACTI [71]. The
architectures examined are generally low power, small area, in-order ARM cores for
the embedded environment.
1.1 Pipelining
Pipelining is a technique used in modern processors to increase efficiency of resource
use and to reduce the time required to execute a series of instructions. In order to fill
the pipeline it is necessary to fetch one instruction per cycle. Usually this is simply a
case of fetching the next instruction to execute and issuing it. However, in the case of
branches or jumps it is unclear what path the program will take though its code until
the branch or jump instruction is most of the way through the pipeline. This introduces
bubbles, or stall cycles.
Figure 1.1: Each column shows a different stage of the pipeline. Each row shows the
state of the progress of instructions through the pipeline every cycle. The blue circles
show stall cycles, where no instruction is executed in the given pipeline stage. Without
a branch predictor stall cycles are added in cycles 3-5, increasing execution time.
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Figure 1.2: With a branch predictor the stall cycles are avoided by following the pre-
dicted branch outcome. The green instructions are those fetched on the prediction from
the branch predictor. However, if the branch turns out to be mispredicted the pipeline
must be flushed and filled anew, slowing the program down more than simply waiting
through the stall cycles. In this example it turns out the branch was mispredicted, so the
green instructions are removed and it takes another cycle to start the next instruction.
This results in a total of 4 cycles delay.
Branch predictors are used to predict whether a branch will be taken or not taken
as well as giving a prediction of the next instruction to be fetched. When correctly pre-
dicted this removes the stall cycles, increasing the instruction throughput and speeding
up program execution. An example of this is presented in figures 1.1 and 1.2.
1.2 Properties Of A Branch
Branches can be classified based on several different orthogonal attributes which de-
scribe when and how a branch is taken. These attributes contribute to how difficult it
is to predict a branch and are often specially targeted by branch prediction techniques
for different prediction methods based on their combination of attributes.
A branch can be classified by when it is taken as either conditional or uncondi-
tional. A conditional branch is one that either has a condition directly encoded into
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the instruction, such as branch if this register value is equal to zero, or makes use of
status flags that have been set by other instructions, such as branch if the immediately
previous add instruction set the overflow flag.
Branches can be classified by their branch target as either direct or indirect. A
direct branch has a fix branch target which is either an absolute or relative address.
An absolute address is one where the target is written into the PC, while a relative
address is calculated by adding an offset to the current PC value. In contrast, an indirect
branch is one where the branch target is stored in some intermediate location, typically
a memory address. This means that the target of the branch can be changed during
execution of the program.
For example, a call instruction to given absolute address would be a direct branch,
the address is known statically ahead of time and will not change during execution
of the program. Call instructions are typically unconditional branches. Put together
this means that call instructions are typically easy to predict from the second time they
are encountered as they will likely be unconditionally taken and will be taken to the
same target address as last time. In contrast, a return instruction will generally be an
unconditional indirect branch. The return is an indirect branch because the target is a
value taken from the stack and so may be a different target each time it is encountered,
making it much harder to predict.
1.3 Static Vs Dynamic Branch Predictors
Branch prediction techniques can be broadly classed as either static or dynamic. Static
branch predictors are those which have set rules about how a branch should be pre-
dicted and these rules do not change throughout the execution of a program. As such,
every time a branch instruction is seen it will always be predicted in the same way.
Static branch predictors require differing amounts of information to make their predic-
tion depending on the specific prediction technique being employed. Generally this
means that the branch can only be predicted once the instruction has passed through
the decode stage of the pipeline. This often results in several cycles of pipeline stalls,
but less than would be seen if the branch was not predicted until the execute stage was
complete.
For example, the pipeline shown in figure 1.1 has a 3 cycle stall if no branch pre-
dictor is present (while the branch instruction proceeds through the fetch, decode and
execute stages) and a 2 cycle stall if a static branch predictor is used (while the in-
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struction proceeds through the fetch and decode stages). In modern processors each of
these stages can be broken up into multiple sub-stages, meaning that the pipeline stall
for a static prediction can be significantly greater.
In contrast, dynamic branch prediction units make use of information that becomes
available at run time in order to make their predictions. This means that a branch that
is seen many times during the execution of a program can be predicted one way at the
start of the execution and in a different way later in the execution. Data collected at
run time is used to correlate the behaviour of the branch with the behaviour of other
branches. This in turn allows patterns in branch behaviours to be identified at run time
and exploited to produce increased accuracy. Furthermore, this allows branches to be
predicted with reduced information, allowing branches to be predicted at the start of
the pipeline and (in the case of accurate predictions) removing all branch stall cycles.
An example of the impact of a dynamic predictor is shown in figure 1.2. Each of
the stall cycles added by the requirement to wait for the branch to be resolved, shown
in figure 1.1, are replaced with useful instructions from the correctly predicted program
execution path. The branch outcome can be predicted in the fetch stage thanks to the
use of structure such at the Branch Target Address Cache (BTAC), which are used to
store the addresses of known branches and their branch targets. However, these require
the branch to be executed at least once in order to collect information on the branch, so
the first time a branch instruction is encountered the dynamic branch predictor makes
no prediction so either the branch is predicted not taken or prediction is delayed until
a static prediction becomes available.
There are two further important effects of the branch predictor that should be high-
lighted at this point. In figure 1.1 the lack of available branch prediction leads the
processor to stall until the branch is resolved. Doing this means that the performance
of a program will be lengthened by these stall cycles for each branch instruction, re-
sulting in a small amount of wasted energy as the processor sits idle. In contrast, figure
1.2 shows the case of a dynamic predictor that has mispredicted. In this case the stall
cycles are avoided but the pipeline must be flushed when the misprediction is detected.
This results in an increased program execution time and reduced performance (due
to the extra 2 cycles introduced by the pipeline flush). Furthermore, the processor
has been actively executing the mispredicted instructions until the pipeline is flushed,
meaning that increased energy is required over simply stalling until the outcome is
known. However, if the prediction had been correct then the program would proceed
with no stall cycles, increasing performance and reducing energy consumption as a
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result.
1.4 Branch Statistics
The number of branches encountered in a program depends on a large number of fac-
tors, including the nature of the application, the programming language used, the com-
piler used and the ISA. [28] puts the frequency of control flow instructions taken from
some sample SPECint2000 [17] benchmarks at between 12% and 25%. As such, any
improvement to branch predictor accuracy (and so a reduction in branch stall or mis-
prediction cycles) will have a large impact on the run time of an application.
The different predictor types can have very different accuracy rates. The simplest,
static predictors, achieve accuracies of around 75% [3]. The more powerful dynamic
2-level branch predictors achieve accuracies of 90-95% [78]. State-of-the-art hybrid
and profiled predictors can achieve accuracies of 97% and even up to or exceeding
99% [56], [5]. The different types of predictors are discussed further in chapter 2.
Modern predictors make use of different variants of large cache-based predictor
tables, storing history on past branch outcomes and targets, to aid in the accuracy of
predicting future branch outcomes. A generalised example of this is given in figure
1.3. Techniques vary in the amount of history they collect, whether the history is for
all branches or on an individual branch level and how counters should be accessed and
updated.
The most effective predictors make use of several sub-predictors. These often spe-
cialise in being highly accurate in predicting different classes of branches and are then
combined through the use of a meta-predictor which chooses which sub-predictor to
use for a given prediction. A generalised example of this is given in figure 1.4.
1.5 Impact Of Branch Types On Hardware Requirements
Through considering some of the information already highlighted in sections 1.2, 1.3
and 1.4 it is possible to understand the demands that different branch predictor types
place on the hardware. This in turn gives an understanding of the role of each of the
components that are found in the different types of branch predictors.
It has already been mentioned that it is desirable for a dynamic predictor to be
able to predict a branch outcome and target location while the instruction is still in the
fetch stage. For this to be possible a dynamic predictor will generally maintain a cache
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structure along the lines of a Pattern History Table (PHT). These are accessed each
cycle to check whether there is an entry matching the current instruction (that is one
with an cache index and tag hit). If such an entry is found it will contain the expected
branch target. An example of this is shown in figure 1.3. The amount of data that is
stored, both in terms of the size of each entry and the number of entries, will have a
large impact on the accuracy and energy consumption of the dynamic branch predictor.
Figure 1.3: A general dynamic two level branch predictor. Outcomes of the past
branches are used to pick a 2-bit saturating counter which predicts the branch out-
come. The branch PC is used to address the Pattern History Table, which is a large
cache structure containing the predicted target for the branch if it is taken, based on
the last observed target. Both the outcome and target predictions must be correct to
correctly predict the next instruction.
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Figure 1.4: A high level concept of a hybrid predictor. Multiple different sub-predictors
are used, where each can be a different size, use different indexing methods or even
be a completely different kind of predictor. These predictions are then sent to a meta-
predictor, which decides which prediction (or combination of predictions) to use as the
final branch prediction.
There is pressure against having too many entries in the PHT as this will rapidly
increase the die space required and will greatly increase the energy consumption of
the predictor. However, having too few entries will result in the cache being unable to
store information on enough branches. If the cache does not contain information on a
branch when it is queried about the current instruction then the prediction is that the
branch is not taken. In effect the predictor assumes that no instructions are branches,
or that any branch instructions that do exist are not taken, unless an entry is found in
the PHT.
It is possible to reduce the predictor size by reducing the size of each entry in the
PHT. This can be done by reducing the tag size or the target size. Reducing the tag
size will result in potentially inaccurate matchings where an instruction is incorrectly
found to match the branch information that is stored in the PHT, resulting in a branch
misprediction. Since the tag is typically formed from the higher instruction bits it
is possible to remove some tag bits without impacting accuracy as long as program
execution remains in the same area. It is also possible to reduce the entry size by
removing bits from the branch target. This has the effect of reducing the amount of PC
bits that can be set by the PHT, limiting the range of branch target addresses that can
be predicted. Many branches are short range (such as loops) and can be predicted with
few bits. However, branches with a longer range (such as calls) would be incorrectly
predicted as the update to the PC would not be large enough to reach the required
target, resulting in a branch misprediction. Ultimately it is up to the processor designer
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to balance off the requirements of predictor size against predictor accuracy.
A similar consideration needs to be made for the structure which makes the pre-
diction as to whether a branch is taken or not taken. In simple branch predictors such
as the one just outlined it is possible to predict all branches not-taken unless an entry
is found in the PHT. This performs well for unconditional branches or branches with a
condition that are generally satisfied such that the branch is taken. However, for con-
ditional branches that have a more even balance of taken or not-taken it is desirable to
predict when this will occur. This is often done through accessing a 2 bit counter, the
value of which is used to determine the prediction. The manner in which this works
is further described in section 2.4. The manner in which the index for accessing these
counters and the number of counters available to the predictor both have a large impact
on predictor accuracy and predictor energy consumption, just as with the PHT. The
possible problems arising from these decisions and their impacts are further discussed
in section 1.7.
By varying these properties and others described in 2, it is possible to create differ-
ent types of predictors which are better at predicting branches with different properties,
be they direct/indirect, forward/backward, conditional/unconditional. By putting these
predictors together in the right manner it is possible to achieve hybrid predictors, such
as in figure 1.4, which are better suited to predicting all types of branches with the best
possible accuracy and the lowest possible cost.
A static branch predictor will be able to predict different branches at different times,
dependant on the information that is required and when it becomes available. An
unconditional branch can be resolved as soon as the branch target becomes available
in the decode stage. In contrast, a conditional branch that compares two register values
can only be predicted statically once the values to be compared have been read from
the register file (in the decode stage) and then compared in the arithmetic logical unit
(ALU) in order to evaluate the condition (in the execute stage). A slight variation on
this is shown in figure 1.5 where the conditional branch is evaluated on the value of
the status flag register which has been set by the previous instruction. As a result the
branch outcome can be evaluated as soon as the value has been read out of the register
file.
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Figure 1.5: A simple breakdown of a generic processor architecture showing the typical
division into five pipeline stages. Figure taken from [44].
1.6 Branch Prediction For Low Power Embedded Sys-
tems
Branch predictors in this field are generally different from high performance processor
branch prediction units (BPUs) in that they tend to favour energy efficiency over cycle
reduction. The major focus for designing a BPU for an embedded chip is to use as little
space as possible, whilst making sure that the predictor is as accurate as possible. It
is also important to ensure that as much energy is saved as possible - both in terms of
extra cycles through mispredictions and through energy required to run the predictor
itself.
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Figure 1.6: Many sources predict that embedded processors will be an increasingly
important market over the coming years [35] [41]. Figure taken from [26].
The reasons for this are closely linked to the use of the devices. Embedded systems
quite often draw their power from a battery. This implies that the power draw of the
processor(s) is a large contributor to the battery life of the device. The size of the chip
has an indirect effect on power levels, but also has a large impact on the price of the
chip. This is because the manufacturing process relies on fitting many copies of the
chip onto a single “wafer”. This means the more chips that can fit onto a wafer the
cheaper each chip will be.
This type of processor, where performance, price and battery life are each at a pre-
mium, are typical of the kind of processors found in modern mobile phones and tablet
devices. These devices already form a large share of the market and their dominance
is expected to increase over the coming years, such as seen in figure 1.6.
1.7 The Problem
1.7.1 Power
The power consumption of BPUs is an area of increasing concern. [49] makes an effort
to quantify the energy used by a BPU and looks at the trade-offs based around energy
use. It has been widely found that it is best to increase the energy consumption of
a BPU in order to make it more accurate and thus reduce the number of cycles the
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processor must run for, reducing overall energy consumption.
However, the increasing share of leakage energy and the rise of power hungry
accurate processors means that this trend cannot continue indefinitely. There is always
a balance to be struck between the power used and the power saved through time and
accuracy gains. This balance is occasionally skewed in (battery powered) embedded
processors, where it can be desirable to save power at the expense of performance.
Power considerations are most directly dealt with in a number of ways. Structures
like the PPD [46] [49] are used to reduce the dynamic energy use of the predictor.
Most predictors need to access the predictor structures every cycle in order to check
whether the current instruction is a branch or jump in need of prediction. The PPD uses
different hint mechanisms to detect when it is possible to skip the access to the branch
prediction tables. Since every access to the predictor tables requires some energy use,
reducing accesses will reduce overall dynamic energy used.
Power savings through reduced access can be achieved even more often through
the use of sufficiently accurate static predictions [29] [81]. By using a static predictor
rather than a dynamic predictor the energy that would be used in accessing the predictor
tables is saved. However, static predictors are generally less accurate than dynamic
predictors, so care must be taken in deciding which predictions can be made statically.
Similarly, papers such as [55] [68] [74] predict at what location in the BTAC the
required branch will be in an attempt to reduce the active energy needed in the BTAC
read through reducing the number of ways that need to be accessed.
A class of techniques called drowsy techniques are used to reduce the energy re-
quired to power the predictor tables [38] [59]. These work by putting all or part of the
predictor into a low power “sleep” state. The disadvantage of this is that data cannot
be read from the predictor in this state. It must first be returned to a high power state,
taking extra time and delaying the prediction.
1.7.2 Aliasing
Aliasing within the BHT is a large problem, especially for smaller cache sizes [20].
Aliasing occurs when different branches with different outcomes try to access the
same saturating counter. This results in the counter being both incremented and decre-
mented, such that in the worse case the two conflicting branches never receive a correct
prediction which they would receive if they were using two separate counters.
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Figure 1.7: 2 branches both access the same 2 bit counter in the Branch History Table.
The first branch is incorrectly predicted not taken and the counter updated to 10. The
second branch is incorrectly predicted taken and updated to 01. The first branch then
accesses the counter again and (because of the update from the second branch) is
incorrectly predicted not taken.
Papers such as [53] look at reducing BHT aliasing by removing branches from the
BHT through the use of static predictions. When the branches removed in this fashion
are chosen correctly this can reduce active power consumption and aliasing within the
predictor whilst helping make the most of the limited resources available within the
prediction tables.
1.7.3 Capacity And Conflict Misses
Capacity and conflict misses are known in all cache-like structures and are of impor-
tance to BTAC structures in branch prediction [45]. These problems are less frequent
than aliasing misses within the BHT but are more serious when they occur, as the pres-
ence of tags and the need to predict a precise target address means that there is no
chance to ’happen upon’ the correct outcome as may happen for BHT aliasing.
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Figure 1.8: 2 branches both access the same entry in the Branch Target Address
Cache. The first branch misses because this is the first time it has accessed the cache
and so there is no predicted target. The second branch misses because a capacity
miss results in it accessing the same entry and finding the wrong branch target. The
first branch then suffers a capacity miss as its entry has now been replaced by the
second branch.
There have been attempts to try and alter BTAC or BTB structures such that the
branches that will be required next are pre-fetched into the BTAC [9] to try and avoid
misses. The key insight here being that branches usually display strong temporal
grouping, so that branches with a similar PC to the current PC are likely to be used
in the near future. Papers such as [37] and [40] take a more active approach in trying
to identify when and where BTB conflicts will occur and taking steps to avoid them,
making use of new indexing functions and profiling information that informs the com-
piler of when branches can safely use the same BTB entries without risk of conflict.
1.7.4 Context Switches
The expectation is that with muticores and increasing speculation there will be an in-
crease in short threads [14]. This will make it more important for BPUs to be able to
maintain accuracy in the face of context switching. The problem with context switch-
ing is that, on a context switch, all data in the predictor become invalid (unless some
of the BHT entries happen to be useful) and will be overwritten with new data.
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Figure 1.9: The BPU is first filled with branches from one context (in blue). Then there
is a context switch and branches from the second context (in green) occupy the cache.
This replaces some information from the first context. When the context switches back
there is a misprediction when the first context tries to access the entry that was replaced
by the second context.
This causes problems once the processor switches back to the original thread, as
there is now a large number of conflict misses to contend with. Worse than this is the
possibility that the BPU entries are invalid for the new thread, leading to erroneous
branch target results, dirtying the BHT counters and introducing noise to the GHR.
Noise in the GHR is dealt with by [14] through setting the initial branch history to
the PC of the branch as this was found to be almost as accurate as preserving the GHR
and without the necessary extra hardware, time and energy for storage and retrieval.
The approach taken in [51] is to store a compressed representation of the PHT, such
as grouping entries by their bias bit or taking the average result across several entries.
These compressed entries are then stored in an L2 cache or a dedicated buffer, the time
taken for storage and retrieval is justified by the increase in accuracy that is obtained.
1.8 The Solution
In this section a high level overview of a pair of orthogonal solutions is presented. Each
solution brings its own contribution to a predictor, eliminating a class of misses which
was beyond the predictive power of the predictor previously. Each of the techniques
can also be combined with each others and with many existing predictor types, to result
in a new, more powerful branch prediction strategy.
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1.8.1 Increasing The Use Of The Static Predictor In Dynamic/Static
Hybrids
Predictors which combine the predictive power of a dynamic sub-predictor and the
power savings found in a static sub-predictor are well known [80], [21]. However,
there are additional savings to be made in the power use and die-space required for
such a predictor.
The conventional wisdom is that only if a branch can be executed with the same
accuracy on either sub-predictor is the branch moved to the static sub-predictor. This
approach is modified by the addition of a parameter to allow for some accuracy to
be sacrificed on the branch in question by executing it statically, in the hope of gain-
ing energy savings and leaving more resources in the dynamic sub-predictor for the
remaining dynamically predicted branches.
1.8.2 Sharing Information Between Cores
Data parallel applications are more and more commonly pushed towards GPU based
solutions in an attempt to speed-up execution. However, GPUs are not well suited to
applications rich in control flow instructions. In an attempt to make such applications
better suited to execution on a multicore chip the knowledge that several copies of the
same task are executed on multiple cores is leveraged for increased accuracy.
Messages are passed between cores containing information on recently retired
branch instructions. This allows for the branch predictors to have accurate informa-
tion with which to predict a branch, even if it is the first time the core encounters
the branch. This behaviour leads to the cores producing the messages and the cores
consuming them to cycle round, resulting in a raised average prediction accuracy.
1.9 Contributions
This thesis presents new techniques based on extensions to proven, existent branch
prediction methods which maintain high levels of prediction accuracy while dealing
with the unique opportunities and constraints seen.
• A novel static-dynamic hybrid mechanism which introduces a new design space
parameter designed to allow a small amount of performance to be traded for
energy and die-space savings.
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• A possible mechanism for BPUs to communicate across a multicore system to
increase the accuracy of each BPU.
• An exploration of how heterogeneous BPUs should be composed to achieve the
most desirable performance to bits-budget ratio, both with and without commu-
nication between BPUs.
1.9.1 Outcomes
This thesis will be focused around trying to answer two major questions:
• Can BPUs for embedded processors be improved?
• How should existing BPUs technologies be combined to find the best BPU for a
given chip?
The first question will be answered by going through the cutting edge technolo-
gies as described above and producing models to relate accuracy, die area and energy
consumption in an attempt to be able to quantify the optimal points within the design
space for a set of given design constraints.
The second question will be answered by producing a model for state space search
and optimisation, which may prove useful in finding good points in the design space
and attempting to answer how close to the optimal they are.
1.10 Structure Of The Thesis
The remainder of the thesis is organised as follows:
Chapter 2 sets out the difficulties in making accurate yet power efficient branch
predictions in more detail.
Chapter 3 reviews other solutions to the problem of branch prediction.
Chapter 4 introduces the idea of pushing traditional dynamic-static hybrid predic-
tors to make greater use of the static component to allow for smaller dynamic predictor
components and resulting in die-space and energy savings.
Chapter 5 presents the novel idea of sharing information directly between branch
prediction units, allowing new types of misprediction to be avoided.
Chapter 6 extends the work in chapter 5 by moving on to considering the advan-
tages of heterogeneous branch predictors and how cooperative updates can be applied
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to maximise the accuracy achieved by each BPU, whilst also keeping their size to a
minimum.
Finally chapter 7 concludes the thesis; summarising the conclusions drawn from
the work, re-stating the contributions made and discussing future work.
1.11 Summary
This chapter has introduced the unique problems facing low power embedded branch
prediction, including power, aliasing, capacity and conflict misses, and context switches.
It has advocated the use of a combination of novel techniques to increase the use of




In chapter 1 the need for branch predictors was introduced. It was shown to be not
sufficient to simply be an accurate predictor, but that the predictor must also meet the
power, die-space and cost constraints which apply to the processor as a whole and
depend on its application.
This chapter gives a short overview of the major branch predictor techniques, both
static and dynamic, starting with the simpler techniques and building to more mod-
ern, accurate, complex predictors. For each predictor type that is introduced the key
strengths and weaknesses of the technique are outlined.
Finally a summary of the different predictor types is given, followed by a descrip-
tion of which predictor types are used in chapters 4 - 6.
2.2 Overview
This section presents a brief overview of how the different predictor types compare.
Table 2.1 shows how each predictor is characterised in terms of whether it makes use
of static or dynamic prediction methods (or both), how high its prediction accuracy is,
how high its energy consumption and die-space requirements are and how fast it can
make a prediction.
Some of these properties will vary for the dynamic predictors depending on how
large the predictor tables are. Table 2.2 gives a summary of the different parameters
for each of the predictor types.
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Taken Yes No Very Low None None Slow
BTFN Yes No Low None None Slow
Compiler
Flags
Yes No Medium None None Slow
Bimodal No Yes Medium Low-High Low-High Fast
Two Level No Yes High High High Fast







YAGS No Yes High High High Fast











Table 2.1: Summary of the different predictor types and their main features.
Technique Prediction Structure Variables
Compiler Flags Number of flag bits
Two Level BTAC entries and associativity, RAS entries,
BHT entries
Hybrid Varies on sub-predictors. Additional BHT-like
meta table/tables to decide between predictors.
YAGS Tag length, entries and associativity for Taken
and Not-taken caches
COTTAGE Entries and tag width for base predictor and n
different sub-predictors
Neural Perceptron Weight table entries, history length
Table 2.2: Summary of the different parameters for each of the different predictor types
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2.3 Static Branch Prediction
2.3.1 Hardware Based Prediction Mechanisms
The simplest solution to predicting a branch outcome is simply to predict that it is
either always taken or always not taken. This can very easily result in low accuracy
predictions. The approach was rapidly improved by the introduction of Backward
Taken Forward Not-taken (BTFN) prediction schemes. The key insight here being
that backwards branches, such as loop ending branches, are generally taken, where as
forward branches are often not taken.
Figure 2.1: Comparing the always taken (T), always not taken (N) and Backwards Taken
Forwards Not taken (BTFN) static prediction schemes.
2.3.2 Static Branch Hints
BTFN has been proven a reasonable general strategy [64], especially considering the
little resource required to implement it. However, it is possible to encounter pathologi-
cal examples where simply reversing the prediction direction for a given branch results
in increased prediction accuracy. Such an approach can be easily taken through use of
a flag bit in the branch instruction, which is set in the compilation of the application.
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Figure 2.2: Comparing the BTFN, BNFT and compiler flag prediction schemes.
In [3] the idea of forming a prediction for a branch based on a number of properties
of that branch was introduced. A number of interesting properties of branch instruc-
tions were defined, each with an associated probability of the branch being taken or
not taken. By combining together the probabilities applicable to any given instruction
a likelihood of the branch being taken is produced. This is then used to set a predict
taken flag bit in the instruction.
An alternative method to this is the use a simulator to conduct a profiling run of how
the program executes. This provides information on how often a branch is predicted at
run time and how often it is taken or not taken. The advantage of this is that there may
be branches which exhibit behaviour different to that predicted by a compiler based
mechanism.
One disadvantage of profile based hints is that it takes extra time to conduct the
profiling runs, however this is a one off cost that can dramatically increase the predictor
accuracy. A more serious disadvantage is that the behaviour of a branch may depend
on the input dataset. If this is the case it may be possible for the branch to act entirely
opposite to the profiled hint. While this may be no worse than performance arising
from a bad compiler based hint, it is now at the extra cost of the wasted profile run.
Chapter 4 makes use of a profiled branch hint mechanism to set a flag bit in the
branch instruction. This hint bit is used to flip the standard BTFN prediction to a
BNFT prediction if the bit is set to 1.
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2.4 Dynamic Predictor Types
The simplest dynamic branch predictor method is the 1-bit counter. The counter takes
the value of the last branch outcome (1 for taken, 0 for not taken). This value is then
used to predict the next branch outcome. This prediction mechanism suffers from
single instances of deviant behaviour from an otherwise regular pattern, such as that
seen at the end of a loop. As a result the approach was generalised to the bimodal
predictor.
Figure 2.3: When the counter has value 0 predict not taken. When it has value 1 predict
taken
2.4.1 Bimodal
A bimodal predictor is amongst the simplest of dynamic predictor mechanisms. It
comprises of an n-bit saturating counter, with the highest bit used to govern the pre-
diction. When the most significant bit is 1 the branch is predicted taken, when it is
0 the branch is predicted not taken. Every time the branch is taken the counter is
incremented. Every time the branch is not taken the counter is decremented.
The method of relating a branch to a counter is very important and differs from
scheme to scheme. A bimodal predictor is generally comprised of 2 bit counters and is
indexed by the branch PC. Ideally there should be a separate counter for each branch.
This has been shown to result in accuracy as high as 93% [23].
Figure 2.4: When the counter has value 00 or 01 predict not taken. When it has value
10 or 11 predict taken
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Figure 2.5: A bimodal predictor. Using the lower n bits of the PC allows for 2n counters
to be addressed. If n is not high enough then more than one PC can be mapped to the
same counter.
2.4.2 Two Level Predictors
It has been observed that there are many instances where the outcome of one branch can
directly affect the outcome of another branch (e.g. a series of if statements checking a
variable against a series of values). Two level predictors capitalise on this information
by using the branch history (the outcome of the previous n branches) to index a Pattern
History Table (PHT), containing 2-bit saturating predictors such as found in a bimodal
predictor. This leads to highly accurate predictors which can give a correct prediction
provided that the history length is long enough and that there are no two instances
of the branch history having the same value but the next prediction having different
outcomes.
Figure 2.6: A global two level predictor. Some combination of n bits of the PC and
branch history are used to address the 2n counters. If n is not high enough and the
history bits have certain values then more than one PC can be mapped to the same
counter.
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Two level predictors are classified as either local or global depending on how the
branch history is collected. Local predictors use a separate branch history for each
branch and may also have a separate PHT for each branch. Global predictors share a
single branch history (and PHT) between all branches.
2.4.3 GShare/GSelect
GShare and GSelect are two of the most popular variants of global two level branch
predictors. A GShare predictor works by XORing the lower n bits of the branch PC
with the global branch history to produce the index to the PHT. A GSelect predictor
works by concatenating some part of the branch PC with the global branch history.
Figure 2.7: The difference in indexing methods between GShare and GSelect. Both are
global two level predictors, using the index produced to access a table of 2-bit saturating
counters. GShare XORs together n bits from both the history and the PC. GSelect takes
n/2 bits from the PC and branch history, concatenating them to form the n bit index.
GShare and GSelect predictors both capitalise on and suffer from the effects of
aliasing, one of the major problems facing branch prediction as introduced in section
1.7. Aliasing occurs when two different branches access the same 2-bit saturating
counter in the PHT. This can have either positive or negative effects. Positive aliasing
occurs when the two branches have the same outcome, resulting in the second branch
accessing a counter that has been through its training period and is carrying the right
value to predict the new branch. Negative aliasing occurs when two branches accessing
the same counter have opposite outcomes. In the worse case this can result in a counter
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flip flopping backwards and forwards between taken and not-taken predictions. This
results in two branches that could be trivially correctly predicted both being incorrectly
predicted every time.
Chapters 4, 5 and 6 make use of a GShare predictor. This is because of the high
accuracy and low complexity afforded by a GShare predictor. This makes them easy to
implement in both hardware and software and facilitates investigation into the effects
of new prediction mechanisms without the complexity of the predictor making the
results harder to evaluate.
2.5 Hybrid Predictors
Hybrid branch predictors come in many different varieties and can be broadly classi-
fied based on which types of sub-predictors they include. The simplest type of hybrid
predictor is made up of two sub-predictor components, such as those introduced in
section 1.4 which often created by using GShare and BTFN sub-predictors. Branches
that are trivially predictable are predicted with the static predictor to avoid the higher
power requirements of predicting with the dynamic predictor. Branches that are very
hard to predict are also predicted with the static predictor to avoid the high penalty
of the dynamic predictor mispredicting. The remaining branches are dynamically pre-
dicted to achieve better accuracy than is possible with the static predictor. The decision
of which sub-predictor to use is either taken from small cache structures accessed be-
fore the main branch predictor, such as the Prediction Probe Detector (PPD), or by
dedicated hint bits in the instruction representation.
2.5.1 Controlling Sub-Predictor Accesses
The PPD (further explored in section 3.2.2) is a much smaller cache than the main
branch prediction caches. It is accessed before any other branch prediction caches and
functions in a very similar to way to the PHT. If the access misses then the processor
continues as if the PHT had been accessed and no entry had been found. On a hit the
PPD entry is used to select which sub-predictor to use to make the prediction, either
the static or dynamic component. The key concept in this case is that the small size of
the PPD allows for quick access, thus not lengthening the pipeline stage and reducing
the dynamic and static energy use as well as the die area required.
The hint bits approach is reliant on there being enough redundant bits in all instruc-
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tions for the re-tasking of the bits as branch hints, or the addition of additional bits to
the instruction representation for ISAs with variable instruction lengths. This approach
avoids any new cache structures being added to the processor, but is reliant on the ex-
tra control flow logic to be able to quickly extract the relevant bits and then access the
branch predictor structures as needed. This requires a sufficiently long pipeline stage
for accessing both the I-cache and BPU in series in one cycle. The combination of
the ISA and clock frequency requirements are very restrictive in many circumstances,
making the PPD approach preferable where the energy and die space can be spared.
By ensuring that the dynamic and static sub-predictors are accessed only for the
branch instructions best suited to their prediction capabilities, this type of hybrid pre-
dictor can address the issues of aliasing and power consumption, two of the major
problems facing branch prediction as identified in section 1.7. This allows for the
creation of a highly accurate predictor which is also die-space and energy efficient.
2.5.2 Other Hybrid Predictor Types
A different kind of hybrid predictor is constructed when each of the sub-predictors is
accessed on every branch prediction. These sub-predictions are then selected from or
combined in some manner. A simple approach is to take the majority vote from the
sub-predictors as the final prediction. An alternative approach is to introduce a cache
structure to form a meta-prediction table. This stores dynamically updated counters
which are indexed by the branch PC and used to select which sub-predictor provides
the final prediction. While this approach does require the addition of a new cache struc-
ture it can typically achieve higher rates of accuracy by ensuring that predictor with the
correct resources to predict the branch gets to make the final prediction. This scheme
can even be extended by accessing the meta-predictor first and then only accessing the
selected sub-predictor for a branch outcome prediction, however this requires that the
meta-predictor and any of the sub-predictors can be accessed in sequence in a single
clock cycle.
A further approach to constructing hybrid predictors is to combine predictors which
provide predictions at different speeds and different levels of accuracy. Perceptron
based branch predictors, discussed in detail in section 2.6.2, provide highly accuracy
predictions but can take many cycles to do so. As discussed in chapter 1, the time
taken for a prediction to be made has an impact on program execution time and so
on the total energy required. As a result perceptron predictors are sometimes used in
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a hybrid predictor where the other sub-predictors are more traditional designs, such
as a GShare predictor, which can produce a prediction in a single cycle. This quick
prediction is used by the processor to progress the application while the perceptron
predictor is produced. If it is found that the perceptron prediction disagrees with the
earlier prediction then the pipeline is flushed in much the same way as a standard
branch misprediction, except that the perceptron prediction becomes available before
a standard branch prediction could be detected.
2.5.3 Thesis Contribution
Section 2.5 explained how hybrid predictors such as a static-dynamic predictor can
be used to produce a predictor that is greater than the sum of its parts. The static
predictor with branch hints and GShare predictor highlighted in this chapter are used
to form the basis of the techniques in chapter 4. We improve upon the basic design
with a new consideration for which sub-predictor should be used for each branch. By
predicting more branches statically we trade a slight execution slowdown for a larger
energy saving.
This also reduces pressure on the dynamic predictor, resulting in less aliasing oc-
curring. This can in turn result in a smaller dynamic predictor achieving the same
accuracy rates as a larger predictor that does not use the technique, allowing for further
energy, die-space and cost savings.
2.5.4 YAGS
The YAGS Branch Prediction Scheme [20] is a key example of attempts to use a new
predictor architecture to address aliasing within the BPU. The scheme reducing alias-
ing in the PHT through extending the ideas of the agree and bi-mode predictors of
splitting the PHT into taken and not-taken sections. The predictor uses a bimodal sub-
predictor to store branches grouped by bias, and then uses the PHT to predict instances
where the branch will deviate from its bias. This massively reduces aliasing in the PHT
and allows for a smaller PHT to be used to offset the size of the hybrid. The predictor
in [59] takes a similar idea of predicting when a branch will deviate from its normal
outcome and uses a branch mispredict predictor to overturn the branch predictor pre-
dictions, but this time the prediction is based on the number of committed branches
since the last misprediction.
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Figure 2.8: The YAGS predictor based on the original diagram from [20]. The choice
predictor is accessed to check the bias of the branch and the cache for the opposite
outcome is checked for a special case where the branch does not agree with the bias.
If a special case is found its predicted outcome is used, otherwise the bias outcome
is used. To reduce aliasing, small tags are added to the PHT and used to form a set
associative cache. This reduces conflict misses that cause aliasing.
The problem with the YAGS predictor is that the number of tables involved in-
creases the complexity of the design and thus the hardware implementation. The extra
complexity of the hardware implementation means that it may well require more die-
space than the equivalent sized GShare or GSelect predictor, however [20] suggests
that it will be more accurate.
A second problem is that the extra tables results in an increased number of lookups.
Each table lookup requires an amount of dynamic energy to read the stored data and
check the tag bits. Thus, the YAGS predictor may well require more energy than a
simpler branch prediction scheme.
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2.6 Alternate Dynamic Predictor Types
State of the art predictors do not always follow the template of using several varieties of
two-level predictors combined into one larger hybrid predictor, with possible additional
sub-predictors. The following are examples of highly accurate predictors based on
alternative prediction methods.
2.6.1 COTTAGE
The COTTAGE predictor is the result of the development of the TAGE and ITTAGE
predictors [62]. The use of partially tagged predictor components, each using a differ-
ent history length comprising a geometric series, allows for branches to be predicted
using a level of resources sufficiently large without being wasteful. This comes from
the observation that different branches require different history lengths (or even history
types, either local or global) to be predicted with highest accuracy.
Figure 2.9: The TAGE predictor based on the diagram from [62]. A number of differ-
ent sub-predictors are used, each with a different history length. The history length
used for each sub-predictor forms a geometric series. In this way the different branch
types which require different history lengths to be correctly predicted are all provided
with exactly the resources they need. The useful counter is used as part of the pre-
dictor update process. The ITTAGE and COTTAGE predictors build on the same basic
structure.
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The problem with the COTTAGE predictor is similar to that faced with the YAGS
predictor. The large number of components means a large complexity to the hardware.
The large number of components that must be accessed also leads to a high dynamic
energy requirement due to the large number of table lookups. A second problem is
that the geometric history length progression results in a very large history length that
must be tracked for the larger predictor components. This results in some long tags and
complex hardware needed to cope with them, further increasing the energy, complexity
and die-space requirements of the predictor.
2.6.2 Neural branch prediction
This class of predictors replaces 2-bit saturating counters with techniques such as mul-
tilayer perceptrons [1] [24] [25] [32] [60] [69]. These predictors are able to exploit
very long history lengths, while requiring less resource than would be required in a
two level predictor, resulting in increased predictor accuracy. The main problem en-
countered with these predictors is that they take a long time to access, calculate the
prediction and return the predicted outcome.
Figure 2.10: A perceptron branch predictor partially based on the diagrams from [32].
The PC is used to select the perceptron input weights. The inputs are the last h branch
outcomes. Generally a much longer history length is used than with traditional predic-
tors. In this way the branch outcome is correlated with the outcomes of each of the last
h branches. Each past taken branch is stored as a 1 and each not taken branch as a -1.
Each input is multiplied with its associated weight and then the sum of all these values
is taken. If the result is greater than 0 then the branch is predicted taken.
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It has been shown [31] that in modern, aggressively pipelined processors the cost
of a prediction taking more than one cycle is often more expensive than a less accurate
predictor that returns a result in one cycle. This is as a result of the stalls introduced
when waiting on easy to predict predictions. This prediction latency has been ad-
dressed in two ways. The first is to use a second predictor (such as a small two level
predictor) which can deliver an accurate prediction quickly. This first prediction can
then be overridden by the more accurate prediction from the neural prediction if re-
quired. Alternatively the access latency is reduced by starting the access head of time,
using partial or path based information which is refined by the time of prediction.
2.7 Summary
This chapter has introduced a variety of different branch prediction techniques. The
classification of static or dynamic branch prediction techniques was introduced, along
with a brief summary of the major developments for each class of predictor. Each of
these developments was presented with the problems they solve and the limitations
they suffer from.
Static branch prediction techniques were shown to be a simple yet powerful tool
for predicting highly predictable branches in a simple, energy efficient and low die area
manner. The development of compiler hints and other profile based static prediction
greatly increased accuracy.
Dynamic branch prediction methods are able to capture far more complex patterns
in branch behaviour, especially with more recent techniques that can capture a very
large branch history. Dynamic predictors require more hardware resources than static
predictors, resulting in increased die area requirements, increased dynamic power and
increased leakage power.
The analysis of the branch prediction methods introduced here has shown that mod-
ern branch predictors have become much more accurate through addressing the prob-
lem of aliasing. However, they have often done so at the expense of greater power
and energy requirements. This thesis aims to build on these techniques to provide a
new branch prediction method that retains the high accuracies achieved yet reduces the
power and energy requirements.
The static predictor with branch hints and GShare predictor highlighted in this
chapter are used to form the basis of the techniques in chapter 4. This allows for the
creation of a highly accurate predictor which is also die-space and energy efficient. The
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combination of the two predictor types allows for branches with low static accuracy
to be dynamically predicted and for dynamically aliasing branches to be predicted
statically.
Chapter 3 introduces some of the most recent research into new variants of branch
predictors. The techniques found in this chapter and in chapter 3 will be built upon and




This chapter presents a review of work on branch predictors that have attempted to
tackle the same type of problems as targeted by this thesis. They are the most up to
date, accurate and efficient techniques available.
The first series of papers considers the problem of power consumption identified in
section 1.7. The approach taken in Branch Prediction On Demand: an Energy-Efficient
Solution [13] looks at dynamically managing the portion of the predictor that is active
and changing it to meet the needs of the program. The approach taken in SEPAS: A
Highly Accurate Energy-Efficient Branch Predictor [5] reduces dynamic energy con-
sumption through detecting when a predictor has reached a steady state (where updates
have no impact) and prevents further updates. Finally, A Break-Even Formulation for
Evaluating Branch Predictor Energy Efficiency [15] highlights the importance of the
balance between the accuracy of the BPU, the energy consumed by the BPU and the
impact the BPU has on application runtime (and therefore energy usage). Between
them these three papers serve to highlight the importance of the energy consumed by
a BPU and ways to address its dynamic and static energy consumption.
The next series of papers also addresses the problem of power reduction, by target-
ing power consumption itself rather than energy consumption. The results presented in
Power-Aware Branch Prediction: Characterization and Design [50] are a collection of
different techniques (some from cited previous papers) that can be used to reduce the
dynamic and static power consumption of the BPU. The technique presented in Power
Efficient Branch Prediction through Early Identification of Branch Addresses [76] goes
one step further by transferring the low power drowsy state previously seen in I-cache
34
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and D-cache designs to the BPU.
The problem of power consumption is also addressed in the next series of papers,
this time through the use of compiler based approaches. The approach taken in Power-
aware branch prediction techniques: a compiler-hints based approach for VLIW pro-
cessors [46], focuses on exploiting a VLIW architecture to produce highly efficient
branch hints, resulting in a dramatic reduction in BPU accesses and processor energy
consumption. The paper Towards an Energy Efficient Branch Prediction Scheme Us-
ing Profiling, Adaptive Bias Measurement and Delay Region Scheduling [3] presents
a more generalised approach to using branch hints at run-time to determine which
parts of the BPU need accessing. This increases accuracy and eliminates unnecessary
lookups, thereby reducing runtime and BPU dynamic energy consumption. Finally,
Energy-Efficient Branch Prediction with Compiler-Guided History Stack [67] takes a
different approach, modifying the instruction stream to insert entirely new instruc-
tions addressing the BPU directly. This approach helps to reduce capacity and conflict
misses, resulting in increased accuracy and reduced energy consumption. These pa-
pers highlight the power and flexibility that the compiler can bring to the challenge of
run-time branch prediction, providing extra information to aid the dynamic predictors
in their ability to accurately predict branches.
In Branch Classification: A New Mechanism for Improving Branch Predictor Per-
formance [11] the effectiveness of compiler based branch prediction hints is expanded
through increasing the selection of predictors that the hints can target a branch at and
the specialisation of predictors for the selected type of branch. The paper Combining
Static and Dynamic Branch Prediction to Reduce Destructive Aliasing[53] presents a
technique that addresses both capacity/conflict misses and energy consumption. This
is achieved through the replacing of accesses to the dynamic predictor with static pre-
dictions, reducing the dynamic energy used to access the dynamic predictor and reduc-
ing the pressure on the dynamic predictor entries. Energy improvements can also be
leveraged through using different types of dynamic predictors, such as shown in Low
Power/Area Branch Prediction Using Complementary Branch Predictors [59].
The remaining papers take a closer interest in solving problems to do with multi-
threaded and multicore applications and hardware, aiming to increase predictor accu-
racy and thus reduce runtime and energy consumed. A novel processor architecture
is presented in A Study of Slipstream Processors [58], with two cores working in tan-
dem to identify the instructions critical to the execution of a program, discarding those
that are less important and further speeding up execution through branch hints from
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a run ahead thread. The problem of maintaining accuracy under context switching is
addressed in Accurate branch prediction for short threads [14], through the priming of
the GHR to help give meaningful branch history information. The approach taken in
The research of Multi-Core architecture’s predictor [34] is to introduce a new shared
predictor table, leveraging the information from multiple predictors to increase accu-
racy. Finally, in How to Implement Effective Prediction and Forwarding for Fusible
Dynamic Multicore Architectures [57] a further approach to novel architecture is pre-
sented, with a technique that fuses and splits cores as dictated by the requirements of
the application at runtime.






















Table 3.1: Year of publication and bibliography reference for the papers featured in this
chapter. Papers are grouped by subject into columns. The numbering refers to the
order in which the papers are discussed in this chapter.
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3.2 Efficiency
Efficiency can be achieved through various means, which are focused on various goals.
Here we present papers organised by the methods they using to achieve the desired
efficiency.
3.2.1 Energy Efficiency
More recent papers have started to look at the important role that the branch predictor
has to play in the energy consumption of the processor as a whole. While some (usually
older) papers look at the branch predictor in isolation [1] [12] [27] [30] [36] [39] [40]
[54] [76] [82] , more recently there has been a growing focus on the impact the branch
predictor can have on the power use of the entire processor [5] [8] [13] [16] [22] [29]
[42] [46] [47] [49] [50] [59] [75] [83].
1. Branch Prediction On Demand: an Energy-Efficient Solution, 2003 In [13] we
find an approach which takes action at runtime to reduce the energy consumption of the
BPU. The BPU considered in the paper consists of a hybrid predictor made of Gskew,
Pskew and bimodal components. To find the best BPU layout the program is split into
smaller sections which are then profiled offline. Based on the profiling results, access
to the Gskew and Pskew components can be dynamically disabled.
It is noted that the requirements on the BTB can vary wildly with the application,
some consisting of many more static branch instructions1 than others. As a result the
BTB can also be dynamically resized based on the profiling run through reducing either
the number of active sets (from 2048 to 256) or the number of active ways (from 2 to
1).
The results presented show that an average reduction of 71.7% of branch predictor
energy and an average energy reduction of 6.2% across the processor as a whole.
Comment This paper takes an interesting approach to the problem of power con-
sumption and its efforts to maximise the efficiency of the predictors make a large im-
pact in the energy requirement of the BPU. However, there are a few drawbacks to this
approach. At the end of section 4.3, the paper notes that the technique is not only de-
pendent on the efficiency of the implementation, but upon the demands of the branches
1This refers to the number of different instructions found in the code, rather than the number of
branch instances encountered at run time
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encountered in the code. As a result it is possible that the technique could be much
less effective on certain benchmarks. This is because it might be possible for none of
the BPU configurations available at runtime to be ideal for the benchmark.
Figure 3.1: The 2Bc-gskew-pskew predictor used in [13], based on a figure from that
paper. The GEN signal is used to gate access to the gskew and Meta 1 tables, while
the PEN signal is used to gate access to the pskew and Meta 2 tables respectively.
If the hardware is not properly tuned to the software, or if the range of dynamic
reconfigurability is not sufficiently large and flexible then performance will suffer. In
the best case, the profiling run will show that a single configuration is highly suitable.
This would make the offline profiling a wasted effort as the benchmark would perform
well without the technique. Similarly, if the profiling shows that none of the available
configurations is suitable for the benchmark then the profiling is wasted as the dynamic
reconfigurability would be unable to provide a sufficiently accurate BPU. Alternatively,
the profiling may show that the range of benchmarks requires highly similar BPU
configurations, in which case the dynamic adaptability would have limited usefulness.
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Each of these cases shows the importance for the range and flexibility of the avail-
able hardware reconfigurations to match the software likely to be run. Otherwise there
would be a large overhead in the wasted hardware provided for making the BTB sets,
BTB ways and direction subpredictor accesses reconfigurable.
It is also possible to consider a situation where the technique may be ‘too effec-
tive’, taking structures that are not appropriate and altering them to be more so when
a better solution would be a different base predictor. In such a ‘best’ case scenario
this technique results in large amounts of the BPU being inactive, resulting in effec-
tively wasted die space and an unnecessarily costly and complex BPU. It would be
more desirable to have a predictor where all parts of it can be usefully employed at all
times. The problem then returns to the core of branch prediction: what would the ideal
predictor look like? Until this is answered the technique presented here seems very
reasonable.
2. SEPAS: A Highly Accurate Energy-Efficient Branch Predictor, 2004 It has been
noted that branch predictor tables generally go through a warm up phase before settling
into a steady state phase. This steady state phase is typified by the branches showing
stable, easily predictable behaviours. This behaviour is used in [5] where accesses and
updates to branch predictor components are removed though the use of a new meta
predictor, the SEPAS filter table. The technique can dramatically reduce the number
of predictor lookups and updates, while only reducing performance by a maximum of
0.25%.
Figure 3.2: The SEPAS filter table, figure expanded from [5]. Branch PC holds full
address of the branch instruction. The BTB, Sub-Predictor and Taken fields are a single
bit each. The Valid field is two bits.
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The SEPAS filter table used in [5], shown in figure 3.2, was a 256-entry direct-
mapped cache. This was used for a selection of hybrid GShare and Bi-modal predictors
ranging from a 32k-entry combined predictor with 1k, 4-way entry BTB to an 8k-entry
combined predictor with a 256, 4-way entry BTB. This means that the SEPAS filter
table achieves a very low overhead, especially for the larger BPU. SEPAS filter table
entries consist of PC, BTB (1-bit, records if entry is in BTB), sub-pred (1-bit, records
last sub-predictor used to predict branch), taken (2-bit saturating counter used to count
how many times branch was taken successively) and valid (1-bit, used to select if
access to other predictors should be avoided) fields. A branch is defined to be in the
steady state if it has been taken three times in a row, and was correctly predicted (not-
taken branches are not considered).
The paper does not make use of a specialised loop predictor, instead the SEPAS
filter is used to filter out loop branch predictions. This means that there will quite likely
be a large number of loop entries in the SEPAS filter. It would be interesting to see an
analysis of how using both and loop predictor and a SEPAS filter would impact on the
required size of both structures and what effect this would have on energy consumed.
Comment While the technique will significantly reduce dynamic energy through the
elimination of unnecessary accesses and updates, it will have no impact on the static
energy requirements. It would be more desirable to see some attempt to introduce
techniques similar to those found in [13] to set parts of the predictor to a low power
state, thus reducing static power consumption. Furthermore, the technique requires
a (small) increase in die space. Given that the disabled accesses reduce pressure on
the main predictor it may be possible to reduce it in size (not simply power gating
but smaller predictor tables), as long as the steady state is a large enough portion of
the program and the reduction in resources does not reduce accuracy too much in the
training phase.
3. A Break-Even Formulation for Evaluating Branch Predictor Energy Efficiency,
2005 It is noted in [15] that the energy budget of a branch predictor can be a sig-
nificant portion of the energy budget of the processor as a whole, up to 11%. The
paper presents a number of conclusions on what they term the “break-even” energy
point of the predictor, the point at which the energy used by the predictor is equal to
the energy saved by its correct predictions. This is done through the formalisation of
several equations used to represent the ED2 processor, the branch predictor and their
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sub-components.
The paper presents the result that the energy impact of a branch predictor is inde-
pendent of the pipeline width and cache size, meaning that when new branch predictor
designs are evaluated it is possible to focus solely on the predictor in isolation. This
is then combined with the result that an increase in predictor energy use often saves
power across the chip as a whole as a result of the extra branch prediction accuracy
(and thus mispredicted cycles that are avoided).
Comment The framework produced in [15] demonstrates that it is important for
branch predictors to not simply be accurate but energy efficient. Whereas most pa-
pers have made an attempt to improve upon the break-even formulation necessary for
the BPU through increased accuracy, this thesis instead aims to make this improvement
through reducing the energy use while keeping the accuracy the same.
3.2.2 Power Reduction
While very closely linked to energy efficiency there are some slight differences when
optimising for power reduction. Power reduction is important for embedded devices,
where there is a hard limit on the maximum power available at any time. Reducing
average power consumption will reduce energy consumption.
4. Power-Aware Branch Prediction: Characterization and Design, 2004 The por-
tion of the predictor used to predict the direction of the branch consumes less than 1%
of the entire processor power, while the BPU as a whole may often consume 7-10% of
the processor power budget. [50] presents the view that it is better to spend more power
on the direction predictor to increase its accuracy, thus decreasing mispredictions and
reducing the run-time of application. This reduction in run time is then sufficient to re-
duce overall processor energy by a larger amount than the increase in branch predictor
energy.
Banking is introduced to the BHT to reduce the active portion of predictor and thus
reduce dynamic power requirements. Banking increases the die-space requirements
and hardware complexity but these considerations are stated to be beyond the scope
of the paper. While the paper doesn’t consider banking for the BTB it presumes that
savings can be made.
The Prediction Probe Detector (PPD), introduced in [49], is used to gate access to
BTB on non-branch instructions. The PPD is a separate table with the same number
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of entries as the I-Cache. Each entry has one bit to control access to the direction
predictor and one bit to control BTB access. The PPD needs to be accessed every
cycle and must be accessed before the BPU. For the PPD to save energy it must prevent
enough accesses to the BPU to outweigh the energy it consumes. As a result the PPD is
more effective in a processor with a low associativity I-cache (when it becomes easier
to detect if a branch instruction is imminent) and infrequent branches (as this results
in fewer shifts between high and low power states in the BHT). It is also important for
the PPD to be conservative in gating access to the BPU, as inaccuracies will lead to
an increase in branch mispredictions which is highly costly. The results show that the
PPD saves on average 30% of BPU energy and 3% of total processor energy.
Finally, the use of pipeline gating is considered and found to make little to no
energy savings, even when gating is based on a confidence measure of the accuracy
of in-flight branches. Errors in confidence prediction can lead to pipeline gating for
correctly predicted branches, resulting in unnecessary stalling of the pipeline and in-
creased program run time. Furthermore, pipeline gating is shown to save little in the
case of a branch misprediction. These results only apply to the paper’s chosen ‘both
strong’ branch confidence technique.
Comment There is no mention of how the energy savings of PPD scale with the size
of the PPD vs branch frequency. As mentioned, it is necessary for the PPD to gate
enough accesses to the BPU in order to reduce the overall energy budget, however no
real analysis of when this is achieved is made.
While spending more on the BPU to save CPU power is good for desktop proces-
sors, there may be times that this approach is not suitable for embedded processors.
This is because of the extra hardware complexity and die-space required for the more
complex, power hungry BPU configurations necessary to achieve ever increasing BPU
accuracy.
While modern BPUs can easily have much higher energy requirements, as high
as 50% of total CPU energy in some cases, it is important to consider: how far does
this scale? It has been observed that branch predictors suffer from diminishing returns,
where simply increasing the resources of a high performance predictor is insufficient to
achieve any meaningful increase in performance and while creating hybrid predictors
may give a further increase in performance that too will eventually reach a limit.
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5. Power Efficient Branch Prediction through Early Identification of Branch Ad-
dresses, 2006 The approach of setting portions of a cache into a low power “drowsy”
state has been shown to have applications in I-caches and D-caches, as well as in pre-
vious branch prediction papers. In [76] a new approach is presented where the distance
to the next branch is obtained from static profiling information and used to wake up
the branch predictor just in time to make predictions. This also has the added benefit
of saving dynamic energy by eliminating BTB lookups in much the same manner as a
PPD. Similar approaches to reducing BTB lookups are taken in [4] [5] [12] [13] [27]
[36] [39] [48] [49] [50] [54].
The target program is statically analysed to allow for the next branch address to be
calculated by finding the distance between the start of a basic block and the branch to
be predicted. The Branch Identification Unit (BIU) is introduced to help calculate the
branch addresses. This can be used to determine if an upcoming address is a branch
instruction or not, and thus if access to the BTB is required.
Comment The requirement that the compiler must insert instructions to load the BIU
before hot spots means that there will be some overhead in terms of extra instructions
and so potentially an extended program run time. The profiling carried out by the
compiler must be good enough to ensure that the hot spots must be sufficiently large or
executed sufficiently frequently that the data in the BIU will not thrash back and forth.
There is also a small complexity overhead from the requirement for a dedicated adder
for next address calculation.
It is noted that GShare is designed to hash inputs in such a way as to use all BHT
entries evenly. This may reduce the usefulness of a low power hibernation mode. This
comes from the fact that it requires a large amount of energy to wake an entry from a
low power mode. The result of a hash function that evenly distributes access across all
entries would be that the average time an entry can be in a low power state would be
reduced and the number of times it must be woken from a low power state would be
increased, thus dramatically diminishing possible energy savings. As a result it would
be worth considering whether it is better to use smaller tables where all entries are
utilised and a drowsy technique is not needed (although this would probably lead to a
rise in aliasing), or to construct a new hibernation-friendly hash function.
This approach essentially achieves the same as [50] by replacing the PPD with the
new BIU structure. However, one advantage of this approach is that the next branch
address must be calculated ahead of time. This potentially means that pre-fetching
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of some manner, either for the I-cache or possibly the BPU, takes advantage of this
information to help improve hit rates, thus reducing program run time.
The introduction of the drowsy hibernation mode is important improvement! As
previously noted in chapter 1 there is a trend towards leakage energy being the domi-
nant energy component in future processors. As a result, any saving to leakage energy
could become a significant saving to the energy budget of the processor as a whole. Al-
ternatively, such low power techniques could potentially be an important component
in dark silicon considerations.
3.2.3 Compiler Hints
There is a class of predictors that aim to work smarter and not harder through the use
of profiled hints obtained from the compiler. These hints are used at runtime to achieve
a more accurate or energy efficient predictor.
6. Power-aware branch prediction techniques: a compiler-hints based approach
for VLIW processors, 2004 Several of the papers already considered have used com-
piler hints to filter access to the branch predictor. In [46] a similar effect is achieved
by detecting if the instruction bundle will include any branch instructions and if not
prevents any access to the branch predictor tables. This reduces BPU access by up to
93%, giving 9% average energy reduction across the processor.
The BPU is held in a low power state until it is awoken ready for a branch instruc-
tion. This is achieved through the use of an optimising compiler. The compiler inserts
a hint instruction ahead of time to enable the processor control logic to activate the
BPU in time to make the prediction. The hint instruction contains the branch target
(if the instruction uses an immediate address), a direction bit (if static prediction is
to be used) and the cycles until the branch that requires prediction. This requires the
addition of a specialised branch hint instruction to the ISA.
This technique is specialised in its application to VLIW processors by replacing
NOPs in instruction bundles with hint instructions. If there are no NOPs to be replaced
with hint instructions then no hint is inserted, in which case the branch falls back to
a default prediction of not taken. This means that there will be no execution time
overhead from inserting the hint instructions.
Comment A modern VLIW compiler can be highly successful at packing instruc-
tions together. This may result in there not being enough then NOPs in the instruction
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stream to replace with the desired branch hints. The fall back state of predicting not
taken will almost certainly result in less accurate predictions than may otherwise have
been made by the dynamic branch predictor. As a result, the conflicting aims of re-
moving NOPs and replacing them with hints may result in an increase in application
run time due to the reduction branch prediction accuracy.
It would be interesting to pursue research on whether it would be possible to use
several hints in a single instruction packet and if so whether it may even be desirable to
devote an instruction packet to issuing multiple branch hints if there are no NOPs avail-
able for replacement. It would also be interesting to investigate the effect of altering
the ISA to add hint bits to branch instructions. These would be used to aid prediction
of biased un-hinted branches, although this would make the approach less flexible due
to the changes in the ISA. It would also be interesting to see further research on the
impact of altering the issue width to make more NOPs available for translation into
hints.
Perhaps the most important message from this paper is that while this approach
is clearly limited to VLIW processors it shows that it is possible to capitalise on spe-
cialised architectures to make savings that would not otherwise be possible.
7. Towards an Energy Efficient Branch Prediction Scheme Using Profiling, Adap-
tive Bias Measurement and Delay Region Scheduling, 2007 Static branch hints in
various forms have been a proven technique for a long time, notably in [3] as well as
in [10] [18] [21] [79].
In [29] a new approach is introduced, where adaptive bias measurement is used to
dynamically assign static predictions for each branch. This is shown to reduce accesses
and updates to the BPU by up to 62% and results in a global processor power saving
of 6.22% on average.
The approach works by identifying a branch for static prediction if profiling shows
a static prediction is more accurate than the dynamic predictor. This removes diffi-
cult to predict branches from the dynamic branch predictor and avoids the dynamic
predictor’s high misprediction cost.
While many ISAs allow for one branch hint bit this approach requires two. The two
bits are used to encode one of four values which will control whether the dynamic or
static predictor is used to make the prediction and whether the dynamic predictor needs
to be accessed. The branch can either be marked as statically predicted taken/not-
taken if it is sufficiently biased in the given direction. Alternatively, for unconditional
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branches with an absolute address the delay slot is used to mask the latency of prepar-
ing the branch target and the dynamic predictor is not accessed. Finally, if neither of
these conditions holds then the dynamic predictor must be accessed.
Comment The requirement for two hint bits allows little compatibility with old ap-
plications due to the requirements of a specialised ISA and may limit the uptake of the
technique for new applications going forward. The technique also proposes the use of
two delay slots, which is not often available. This is because it is generally difficult
to find two suitable instructions to insert into the delay slots and because of the extra
design complexity that comes with adding delay slots. Furthermore, delay slots are
already commonly used to reduce the cost of all branch (mis)prediction penalties. The
only contribution here is the gating of access to the dynamic predictor on branches
where there is nothing to predict.
The presentation of possible savings to power is novel, but the choice made by the
compiler during its profiling run may not match up with the goal of reducing power.
During this profiling stage the compiler is seeking which is the more accurate predictor,
there is nothing to show that this choice is also the best choice for reducing power or
energy requirements.
8. Energy-Efficient Branch Prediction with Compiler-Guided History Stack, 2012
The design principle behind more modern predictors such as OGEHL and TAGE is the
desire to be able to capture longer and longer branch histories to produce more accurate
predictions (see chapter 2). The approach taken in [67] is to add a new compiler-guided
history stack (CHS) to track very long distance branch correlations. The approach
relies on the compiler to identify loop structures and procedure calls, and then to insert
instructions around these to save and restore the global branch history using a stack
structure.
The kind of very long distance correlations that the approach tries to capture are
considered to be outside the capability of a dynamic predictor to capture at runtime.
This is because running through something as simple as a single loop that iterates a
sufficient number of times may easily be able to swamp the branch history register,
filling it with information from that branch alone and thus dramatically reducing the
ability of the predictor to make an accurate prediction.
The proposed response to this is to insert specialised save and restore calls around
a loop or procedure call. This does not extend the branch history any further (a la
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TAGE) but instead restores correlated information from other sources after the loop
or procedure call is complete. The technique works on any history based predictor,
including GShare, OGEHL and TAGE. The approach works best for limited history
captured in small predictors, helping to remove aliasing by removing unrelated history.
Only 512 bits of storage and some simple control logic is required. The CHS
implemented as a circular stack buffer, only accessed by these special load and store
instructions.
Comment While the idea and implementation are elegant and simple, for the case of
loops there are two possible issues. A simple loop predictor which gates accesses to the
main predictor could do the same job, potentially more accurately (e.g. more accurate
prediction of loop ending branches). Secondly, what if there is important information
to be gained from branches in loops, especially embedded loops! For the technique to
be successful the compiler algorithm must be good enough at producing code which
can then be exploited by the technique.
This second point also holds for procedure calls. Even if the branch controlling data
shares no dependencies it may be possible for histories upon returning from procedures
to be distinct enough to signal different branch outcomes.
Better to do some profiling run and reapply instructions on case-by-case basis de-
pending on what is found. Alternatively, what if direction predictors are not aliasing
but procedure cleans out BTB, prediction is still inaccurate (basically trying to solve
the wrong problem). This is however unlikely, as it has been shown that destructive
aliasing is a large problem in many modern predictors.
3.2.4 Hybrid Predictors
9. Branch Classification: A New Mechanism for Improving Branch Predictor Per-
formance, 1994 The use of branch hints to ensure that a branch is predicted in the
most energy efficient or accurate manner is well researched. The approach in [11] is
one of the earlier papers in this approach and yet goes a step further than most in as-
sociating a branch with the predictor best suited to it and ensuring the predictors are
customised to ensure the best accuracy for the branches assigned to them.
Branches with the same static likelihood of being taken are split into the same
class, with classes for strongly biased and mixed direction branches. Strongly biased
branches benefit from short histories to allow for faster warm up of saturating counters,
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while mixed direction branches benefit from longer branch histories to help distinguish
different branch outcomes.
The paper notes that the use of static prediction for very strongly biased branches
frees up the dynamic predictor to be specialised on moderately difficult to predict
branches by extending the branch history.
To ensure that the predictions are made with the most suitable predictors, even in
the presence of changes in bias behaviour as a result of different input data sets of
changes of program phases, the decision of which sub predictor component to make
the prediction is made by combining a static hint bit and dynamic 2-bit saturating meta
counters.
Comment There is an important point made about not just targeting branches to the
best predictors, but designing predictors to be best suited to their target branches. It is
unfortunate that no investigation of power or energy effects are made in this paper.
10. Combining Static and Dynamic Branch Prediction to Reduce Destructive
Aliasing, 2000 While previous papers considered in this chapter have considered
the uses of branch prediction hints increase overall predictor accuracy and help reduce
power and energy requirements, the approach in [53] goes further in its investiga-
tion into the relationship between the performance of the dynamic and static predictor
components. Static profiling is used to help identify branches that should be predicted
statically to help remove aliasing in the dynamic sub-predictor, claiming that for sim-
ple predictors using the technique has the same impact on performance as doubling the
predictor size. Similar work is found in papers such as [19].
Offline profiling is used to identify branches that cause aliasing in the dynamic
predictor, resulting in a drop in prediction accuracy compared to a predictor where this
aliasing did not occur. Based on this profiling some branches are selected for static
prediction, resulting in decreased aliasing and improved dynamic prediction perfor-
mance. However, to get the best performance it is sometimes necessary to include the
outcome of a statically predicted branch into the branch history register for the dy-
namic sub-predictor. This is because the outcome of the branch is useful in predicting
other branches correctly.
The paper raises the usefulness of statically predicting both easy and hard to predict
branches. This is because both classes of branches can cause aliasing in the dynamic
predictor. Branches with a bias greater than a given cut-off value are statically pre-
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dicted. Two hint bits are used, one to record the static bias of the branch and the other
to select between the dynamic and static sub-predictors. Whether to shift the outcome
of a statically predicted branch into the GHR can be selected on a per application basis
or as a 3rd branch prediction hint. It is noted that branch biases can vary significantly
based on input data set, as a result it is also possible to load different hint bits based on
different input sets.
Comment The approach takes 2 or even 3 hint bits. This is fairly uncommon and
thus not usually compatible with legacy code.
It is unfortunate that the energy and power implications of the approach are not
considered. If well implemented the effect should be a reduction in dynamic power as
a result of reduced accesses to the dynamic predictor and a reduction in static energy
as a result of fewer mispredictions and thus a shorter running time.
The technique is shown to be effective for several compositions of similar hybrid
predictors that work on essentially the same principles. However, the paper does not
consider more up to date predictors such as Perceptron, OGEHL or TAGE predictors.
All of these predictors still suffer from aliasing to some extent and as such may well
also profit from the technique. In the cases where there is less aliasing to be avoided
the predictors are generally more complex, resulting in more energy to be saved by
avoiding dynamic predictions.
Finally, the idea of adapting the branch prediction hints based on the input set is
not well explained, lacking details as to how the different data sets are detected and
how a new data set is dealt with.
11. Low Power/Area Branch Prediction Using Complementary Branch Predictors,
2008 Many modern branch predictors aim to achieve the best possible accuracy with
little consideration of other factors such as complexity, die-space or energy require-
ments. In [59] a case is made for the use of complementary branch predictors (CBP)
as an alternative to such overly large, complex predictors. Instead, a small CBP is
introduced to focus on frequently mispredicted branches, aiming to reduce the area re-
quired for a high performance BPU targeted at embedded processors. A 256 entry CBP
improves processor energy efficiency by up to 23.6% and BPU efficiency by 97.8%.
The CBP works by tracking when the BPU will next mispredict and inverting the
prediction. The PC of the last misprediction is folded and XORed with a concatenation
of the GHR and the global misprediction history before finally being XORed with the
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distance between last 2 mispredictions. Each entry stores 4 bits for PC (used as a tag
check that the expected branch is encountered at the expected time), 8 bits to record
the distance to the next misprediction, a single used bit (used for evicting entries) and
a single bit for storing the correct prediction direction.
Although the technique sees some increase in prediction accuracy as a result of
eliminating aliasing, such aliasing can be shown to be very low for larger GShare
predictors where the technique can still reduce overall miss rates by around 50%. This
is because the CBP is also good at detecting such common sources of misprediction as
variable loop sizes and early loop termination.
An important result presented in the paper is that a static predictor used with a 1024
entry CBP is better than small GShare in some cases. The results demonstrate that for
a 1KB bimodal or GShare predictor a 128 byte loop predictor is outperformed by a
128 byte CBP.
Comment The paper is concerned with aiming branch predictors at embedded pro-
cessors and showing that it is possible and desirable to spend a small amount of valu-
able die-space on a dynamic predictor component. The selection of static, bimodal
and GShare predictors with bits budgets of 0.25KB - 4KB give a good snapshot of
the possible options for a range of embedded processor sizes. It is unfortunate that
the paper dismissed OGEHL or TAGE predictors as too large or complex. It has been
demonstrated that TAGE predictors can perform highly accurately at low bits budgets,
such as is considered for the 4KB GShare with accompanying 1KB CBP, and may
well be suited to the more powerful end of the embedded processor range. It would be
interesting to see what effect adding a CBP would have on their accuracy and whether
CBPs are as suited to all BPU types.
There are a few choices which make the results slightly harder to use. The first
is that the paper allows 100M instructions to run to warm up the predictor to achieve
more realistic results for how the predictor would act for the majority of the program.
However, this avoids such important data as how the CBP acts during the warm up
phase of the BPU, whether the use of the CBP has an impact on the length of the warm
up phase or manages to reduce the high rate of mispredictions encountered during
warm up. Furthermore, this decision may mask how well the CPU responds to changes
in branch behaviours, possibly as a result of changes in program execution phases.
The energy figures are perhaps less dramatic than they appear at first glance. While
most papers report the impact on process energy use, this paper reports the change in
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energy efficiency - given as (misprediction rate) x (energy consumption per branch).
Processor energy-efficiency is given as the energy delay product (ED).
One potential problem with the approach of using CMPs is that they will only
ever prevent direction mispredictions. While these are some of the most common
misprediction types, having a correct direction prediction without a correct target is
generally not going to be sufficient. The BTB given for the results is a 512 entry 4-way
cache, it would be interesting to see how results vary if this was altered.
3.3 Cooperation
12. A Study of Slipstream Processors, 2000 The Slipstream processor architecture
[58] is based around the use of 2 cores to run the same application. One core runs a
version of the application with a reduced number of instructions. This is achieved by
identifying instructions that can be removed from the instruction stream without alter-
ing the correct execution of the program. This fast thread then passes back information
to the second core which runs the original program to check that execution is correct.
The information passed back allows the second core to pre-cache instructions and aid
the BPU in its branch predictions, helping to speed up execution. As a result the cores
run faster than a single core would.
This technique is only effective for highly limited bandwidth execution. This is
because there is a risk that the selective instruction core runs too far ahead for the meta
tables to capture enough information for the slower core. As a result the information
passed to the slower core is unhelpful and results in slowing down the entire system.
Comment This technique requires the addition of large meta tables and very spe-
cialised hardware. As a result it is limited to working on pairs of cores and as a result
is not generally flexible. There is also a very high overhead if a mistake is discovered
in the fast running limited instructions core. As a result the technique is not suitable
for highly parallelised programs where the chance of such mispredictions is too high
compared to using the cores to simple run separate (perhaps speculative) threads.
The technique will likely result in increased energy and power requirements as the
performance improvement may not outweigh the overhead of the meta tables and the
requirement of having 2 cores running at once.
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13. Accurate branch prediction for short threads, 2008 It has been shown that
modern BPUs rely on long history lengths to achieve high branch prediction accuracy.
Short threads such as those seen on speculative mulithreaded architectures destroy
these long history lengths by filling the GHR with noise or unsuitable values. This is
addressed in [14] by setting the GHR to the PC of the first instruction of the thread.
This approach results in a reduction in mispredictions of 29% and an improvement in
IPC of 13%.
During the warm-up phase where the saturating counters in the BHT are learning
the correlation between history and branch outcome prediction accuracies are very
low. During this phase it is only possible for the BHT to learn the correlations if
the GHR contains meaningful values. In the case of speculative threads where it is
unclear what the synthetic value for the GHR should be, or in the case of loading in
new threads after a thread has been completed or offload to another core, the GHR is
filled with meaningless values which must be replaced with branch outcomes from that
thread before they become meaningful. While this is mainly a problem for long history
based approaches such as GShare, OGEHL and TAGE, it can also affect Perceptron
predictors.
The solution given is that when a new thread is loaded the GHR is initialised to the
value of the first PC in this thread. This results in a reliably repeatable value for the
case where the thread is run multiple times, giving the BHT a meaningful GHR value
to work with.
Comment This is a highly successful technique that manages to recover inaccuracy
imposed by speculation and is unlikely to cause any penalty to accuracy for longer
running threads. It is important to note that the technique does not improve the best
case (long running threads) accuracy, but that is not its aim.
While it would be possible to use special load/store instructions to deal with an
interrupted GHR, it would be expensive in terms of performance overhead from the
extra instructions and wouldn’t address what GHR values to use for generated threads
as nicely.
However, the technique is only really useful to multithreading where these short
threads are likely to be encountered. Furthermore, the technique may be less useful
for hybrid predictors that can avoid the prolonged warm-up period that this technique
repairs. It is also noted in the paper that the effect of short threads on predictor accuracy
was not an issue for all the benchmarks, some were affected by less than 3% when an
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ideal predictor used. This raises the question of whether their benchmarks are generally
easier to predict or are they less sensitive to this effect specifically?
14. The research of Multi-Core architectures’s predictor, 2010 One of the few
papers that currently addresses a multicore architecture, [34] targeting power and heat
restrictions of global address predictors. This is achieved through the use of a shared
pattern history table (SPHT) and a shared branch history shift register (SBHSR). These
structures make it possible to reduce the size of the private predictor tables on each
core, while improving accuracy and reducing power requirements.
This new approach is based on previous data reuse technology and aims to allow
private pattern history tables to share information. This is achieved by the private
predictors accessing a single large shared predictor (in many ways similar to a shared
L2 cache). This allows for a longer pattern history to be used in accessing the large
SPHT. To select the counter value to use the SPHT column is selected using j low-bits
from the PC and k bits from SBHSR are used to select which row to use. This results
in a global history, per-PC, 2-bit saturating counter being used to predict the branch
outcome.
Each core’s own BPU predicts the branch direction based on PC, fetching counter
values for the branch if found in SPHT and updating SPHT on a misprediction.
Comment The main results graph is very unclear and at no point in the paper are any
headline savings figures given. While the paper mentions that the private PHTs can be
reduced in size, there is no indication of how large a reduction is possible and what
the trade-offs are. Furthermore, there is no investigation into the energy requirements
of the data that must be transmitted between the private predictors and SPHT, which
could well be a non-trivial amount.
Finally, the paper only considers old predictor technologies such as GShare based
predictors. No mention is made of how amiable the technique is to more modern
predictors, such as Perceptrons, OGEHL or TAGE.
15. How to Implement Effective Prediction and Forwarding for Fusible Dynamic
Multicore Architectures, 2013 The novel architecture proposed in [57] is based
around fusing and splitting cores at run time to provide greater scalability as needed. It-
erative Path Prediction is introduced to improve speculation accuracy. This is achieved
through improved multi-exit block path prediction and exit-point prediction.
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The EDGE architecture uses predicates to create large blocks of instructions where
the outcome of a branch is less important than the location and timing of exiting to
a new block. An OGEHL based predictor is used to perform next block prediction.
Each core makes its own prediction, allowing fully a distributed workload at a budget
of 8KBits across all cores. After each prediction is made the change in the GHR is
broadcast to other cores to keep them all consistent.
Comment This technique is an example of where highly accurate BPU structures
can be adapted to fit the needs of multicore operation through the use of a distributed
prediction system.
3.4 The State Of Prediction Technologies
Taken together, the 5 papers in sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 present a wide variety of tech-
niques that can be applied to reduce both energy and power requirements. Chapter 1
explained the importance of energy use both in the BPU and the processor as a whole.
These papers have made large strides forward in addressing and reducing energy use.
The challenge presented by such developments as multicore embedded chips (both in
terms of their limited power supplies and strong thermal requirements) and the push
towards smaller technology sizes, with the growth in the importance of leakage energy
means that more work is required in this field to maintain the performance required.
The papers in section 3.2.3 have shown compiler hints to be a powerful tool in
their ability to provide extra information to the dynamic predictors at runtime, allow-
ing for increasingly accurate predictors to be built. The usefulness of compiler hints
was further demonstrated in section 3.2.4, along with the power of using multiple dif-
ferent types of prediction mechanism to save power and get the most accuracy out of
predictors by targeting them with the right kind of branches.
The range of papers presented in section 3.3 show the diversity of approaches taken
towards addressing the challenges and opportunities that are presented by novel archi-
tectures. However, there have been very few papers that have attempted to tackle the
novel challenge of multicore architectures. This is especially true for energy efficient
approaches to multicore architecures.
This leads back to the central questions of this thesis, laid out in 1.9.1. By com-
bining the kind of proven techniques shown in this chapter, chapters 5 and 6 of this
thesis seek to show that better BPUs for embedded processors can be created. Chapter
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6 goes one step further, with a detailed look at how heterogeneous predictors can be
combined to give the best BPU configuration for the multicore embedded chip.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter the most up to date, accurate and efficient techniques available were pre-
sented. These have informed the selection of novel techniques that can be presented in
this thesis and form a performance benchmark for the standard that such novel tech-
niques must seek to improve upon.
The papers considered in this section often optimise for predictor accuracy or ap-
plication run time. Chapter 4 shows that this often does not result in the best energy
efficiency for the processor. Furthermore, by aiming to improve energy efficiency some
further improvements in accuracy and run time can sometimes be obtained.
In the papers considering cooperation between cores there is little consideration of
multiple cores running the same thread at the same time or within quick succession of
each other. When such a scenario is considered it is with a complex and demanding
solution that significantly adds to the die area and energy requirements of the system.
Chapter 5 introduces the idea of a light weight system, requiring a minimal alteration
to the existing hardware, capable of enabling multiple cores to cooperate in predicting




In chapter 1 it was shown that embedded processors must find the difficult balance
of high performance in a cheap, small die-space, low power processor. In seeking
to optimise all three of these it is generally discovered that optimising one generally
comes at the cost of penalising the other two. The difficulties inherent in the use of
global history branch predictors were presented in chapter 2, with GShare predictors
identified as one of the most generally applicable techniques thanks to their relatively
high accuracy and simple, scalable hardware implementation. A number of attempts to
present a solution that delivers good performance with low energy and die-space costs
were presented in chapter 3, with section 3.2.4 detailing the approach of several papers
to the problem of efficient hybrid predictors.
This chapter presents a solution that reduces dynamic branch predictor aliasing, im-
proving performance, reducing energy requirements and requiring a minimum of extra
die space. This solution is achieved by taking a relatively well-known hybrid predic-
tor, formed from GShare and static profiled BTFN sub-predictors, and investigating
the decision of when each branch should be predicted either statically or dynamically.
The approach differs from those given previously in its focus not on optimising perfor-
mance at the cost of all else, but in attempting to give a range of solutions that prioritise
energy efficiency while putting limits on the acceptable loss of performance.
The remainder of this chapter introduces the problems associated with hybrid branch
predictors for embedded processors. The chapter then proposes a solution based on a
novel parameter in the sub-predictor assignment process before presenting a motivat-
ing example, demonstrating this approach. A brief introduction is provided to the
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ultra-low power target processor and the cycle accurate simulator used to collect our
results before presenting the new approach to ultra-small dynamic branch predictors
and introducing the use of a bias multiplier. The results of the novel biased predictor
are summarised and analysed before discussing further work arising from these results.
Finally the contributions of the biased predictor are summarised and linked back to the
main contribution of this thesis.
4.2 Embedded Hybrid Branch Predictors
4.2.1 The Problem
Chapter 1 has shown that branch prediction can play a large part in the performance,
die space and energy requirements of a processor. Without a branch predictor stalls are
added to the pipeline, wasting time. While parts of the processor are not being actively
used on a pipeline stall, components such as the instruction and data caches will still
incur a large energy requirement due to the leakage energy inherent in their structures.
As such, extra cycles result in extra energy consumption.
4.2.2 The Solution
Branch predictors are used to avoid these pipeline stalls, but come with their own
hazards as explained in chapter 2. Generally the more resources given to the branch
predictor tables the more accurate the branch predictor will be. This leads to a prob-
lem for very small predictors, such as are desirable for embedded processors, as the
predictor tables would ideally be so small that their performance would be destroyed.
As a result many embedded processors use static prediction schemes, such as BTFN.
This is not a satisfactory result as BTFN usually achieves a low accuracy rate which
this chapter seeks to show can be beaten by a carefully selected hybrid predictor, as
illustrated in our motivating example in section 5.3
4.2.3 Past attempts
Previous attempts to solve the problem of dynamic predictors were presented in chap-
ter 2. There have been attempts focused at low bits budgets featured in such places as
the Branch Prediction Championship [33] where the Realistic Track involved a max-
imum bits budget of 32Kb+256 bits. This would comfortably translate into a GShare
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predictor with a 2048 set, 2 way associative BTAC, an 8192 entry BHT, 14 bit GHR,
and a 10 entry RAS. Using Cacti 5.3 [71] we can calculate this will take up somewhere
in the region of 0.75mm2 of die space at a 90nm implementation. The ARM Cortex-
M3 (90LP implementation) [2] is a low-power processor designed for the embedded
market. The Cortex-M3 takes up 0.12mm2 die space and does not include a dynamic
branch predictor, most likely for reasons of reducing die-space and energy consump-
tion. If the proposed low bits budget GShare predictor were added to a Coretex-M3 it
would result in a 625% increase in required die space, having a bits budget eight times
that of the instruction cache or data cache. This serves to illustrate the large portion of
die-space and energy that can be consumed even by a conservatively sized BPU.
In embedded applications this extra die space requirement means extra cost. If
we assume the BTAC is accessed every cycle and add the dynamic read power to the
leakage power of the BTAC and BHT we get a total additional power requirement
of 23mW. When compared to the ARM Cortex-M3, which uses 16mW at 500MHz,
this gives an increase of 143%. Such a large impact on energy consumption would
drastically reduce the operating time of any battery operated device such a processor
was used in. This is clearly not an acceptable solution and would never be considered
for any processor design.
Most of the hybrid branch predictors presented in chapter 2 seek to optimise for
performance, often at the expense of increased die area and/or energy requirements.
A dynamic-static hybrid predictor can be different. It combines the use of a static
predictor, such as BTFN, with the use of a dynamic predictor, such as the GShare
predictor scheme. The dynamic predictor is only used when a branch is found to be
too difficult for the static predictor to produce a reliably accurate prediction but not so
difficult that the dynamic predictor often produces a costly inaccurate prediction.
Previous papers [29] [81] have shown that when a static-dynamic hybrid predictor
is correctly used it results in performance better than that of a BTFN predictor alone.
This is especially important when the dynamic predictor alone would perform worse
than BTFN. This chapter extends this work with the novel contribution of an added
bias multiplier which seeks to predict more branches statically, trading performance
for energy efficiency. This approach also has the benefit of reducing the data that the
dynamic predictor tables have to store, allowing for a reduction in predictor table sizes.
This leads to a further reduction in dynamic and leakage energy consumption.
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4.2.4 Novel Contributions
This chapter contributes a novel design space exploration of branch predictor bits bud-
gets expressly targeted at embedded processors. The branch predictors produced are
evaluated on the basis of die space, energy and performance. This chapter then goes on
to propose a new and innovative trade-off between performance and energy savings,
achieved through the use of a novel bias multiplier parameter which can be used to
influence the number of branches predicted with the dynamic sub-predictor.
4.3 Motivating Example
Let us consider the following sample code in figure 4.1. In this simplified example
the two branches loop start and loop end alias in the BHT, as shown in figure 4.2.
In a two level branch predictor that uses a 2-bit saturating counter to predict branch
outcomes destructive aliasing occurs when two branches with different outcomes are
mapped to the same counter. This results in the counter being alternately incremented
and decremented, giving inaccurate results.
A GShare predictor is a two-level branch predictor that uses an XOR of the GHR
and the branch PC to calculate the BHT index. The predicted branch target is stored in
the BTAC. If this specific code were run in a real predictor it is unlikely that aliasing
would occur, but it is entirely possible to create pathological programs or poor indexing
functions where very common branches like these will alias. We chose to illustrate this
effect here through our simplified example.
lw r1 3
loop_start beq r1 0 next_block
sub r1 r1 1
loop_end jmp loop_start
next_block lw r1 3
loop_return jmp loop_start
Figure 4.1: An example of a simple loop structure in assembly
A simple BTFN predictor will correctly predict loop end and loop return all of the
time, mispredicting loop start 1/4 of the time. A hybrid predictor predicting loop end
and loop return statically and predicting loop start dynamically, given a sufficient his-
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tory length and no other aliasing, will correctly predict all of the time after the warm
up period.
To put this into real terms, we run the code sample from figure 4.1, with the
loop return instruction executed 120 times during program execution on a processor
with a 5 stage pipeline and the previously-discussed GShare, BTFN and hybrid pre-
dictors applied. We assume there are no delay slots available, that the dynamic branch
misprediction penalty is 5 and that the static misprediction penalty is 3. The saturating
2-bit counters used in the GShare components are initialised at ‘weakly taken’. The
global history length is 4 and that on a cold miss the GShare predictor falls back to a
not-taken prediction.
When the GShare predictor is used we have a small number of mispredictions
due to cold misses and warm up misses, but these will be greatly outweighed by the
mispredictions owing to aliasing between the loop start and loop end branches. This
is shown on the left of figure 4.2 at point (1).
Figure 4.2: The benefits of removing branches from the dynamic predictor. Each box
represents an entry in the BHT. Each arrow represents an access to a BHT entry. In
the dynamic predictor two different branches access the same entry (1), resulting in de-
structive aliasing. In the hybrid predictor fewer accesses are made and the destructive
aliasing is avoided (2). In the hybrid predictor where the bias multiplier was used further
accesses have been removed and fewer BHT entries are required.
Considering just these mispredictions, there will be 720 mispredictions resulting in
an additional 3600 cycles, or an increase in execution cycles of 142.8%. Larger pre-
dictor tables should help to remove this aliasing, but the aforementioned pathological
programs and poor indexing functions can still cause aliasing even in a large predictor,
wasting these greater resources, along with the associated die space and energy costs.
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The BTFN predictor will mispredict loop start 30 times, resulting in 90 extra cycles
or an increase in execution cycles of 3.57%. The hybrid predictor will avoid the alias
misses, as shown in the centre of figure 4.2 at point (2), only suffering four warm-up
misses (the not-taken cold miss prediction is correct), for a total increase of 20 cycles,
or an increase in execution cycles of only 0.79%.
The benefit of our introduction of the bias multiplier is shown on the right hand side
of figure 4.2. Through the exploration of the design space using the bias multiplier it is
discovered that we can reduce the size of the BHT (as well as the not pictured BTAC),
thus reducing leakage energy and die space requirements.
4.4 Background
This section presents the architecture of the processor that was simulated when con-
ducting our experiments. The experiments were conducted using an in house cycle ac-
curate simulator. Some background on using a profiled BTFN/BNFT branch predictor
is then presented along with the pitfalls of making a static/dynamic hybrid predictor.
4.4.1 The Processor
The processor simulated is based on the ARC EM6 [66], implementing the ARCompact
TM
ISA. The core features a 5-stage pipeline, both static and dynamic branch prediction,
branch delay slots and predicated instructions. The simulated core makes use of a 32K
4-way set-associative instruction cache and a 32K 4-way set-associative data cache,
both with a pseudo-random block replacement policy.
4.4.2 The Simulator
The simulator used to conduct the experiments is a cycle-accurate simulator verified
against a register transfer level model, similar to that presented in [72]. This simulator
implements the full-system: the processor, the memory system, interrupts and periph-
erals. The simulator was used to collect a number of profiling statistics necessary in
evaluating the effectiveness of the technique.
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4.4.3 Profiled BTFN And Hybrid Branch Prediction
The BTFN static prediction scheme, explained in chapter 2, has been shown to be
relatively effective at predicting branch directions at a low cost [77]. However, for
branches which are heavily biased in the wrong direction for this scheme it performs
badly (e.g. a backwards branch which is rarely taken). In this case it is useful to
employ a profiled BTFN/BNFT, where if the BTFN prediction for a given branch is
correct less than 50% of the time then the prediction is inverted. This profiled BTFN
predictor is used for the static component of our hybrid predictor and the baseline static
predictor.
As shown in the motivating example in section 5.3 one of the benefits of using
a static-dynamic hybrid is a reduction in the number of branches which need to be
tracked by the dynamic predictor. One reason predictor tables need to be large is to
avoid destructive aliasing, which leads to increased mispredictions (as explained in
section 5.3). By removing branches from the predictor tables entirely, there are more
resources for the remaining branches to utilise and prediction accuracies will rise as a
result. Alternatively, the same predictor accuracies may be maintained and the size of
the table reduced, giving important die space and energy savings.
Some architectures attempt to avoid aliasing by omitting unconditional branches
from the BHT. In this simple architecture all branches are treated the same to avoid the
computation of the address during the fetch or decode stages. It is important to note
that we consider all types of branches and jumps (both conditional and unconditional)
in our calculations as many unconditional branches can trivially be predicted statically.
One potential pitfall of this type of hybrid predictor highlighted in section 2.5 is the
loss of information, specifically history information, available to the dynamic predic-
tor. If the dynamic predictor relies on global history information to make its predictions
(as do the GShare predictors used in this chapter), then executing a branch statically
and not updating the GHR could result in mispredictions.
For example, a branch instruction with two regularly occurring outcomes could
be accurately predicted using information in the GHR generated by a second branch
instruction. If this second branch instruction is predicted statically and the GHR not
updated, the first branch instruction accuracy will be affected, and in the worst case
may drop to 0%. Clearly, when using such a hybrid predictor, it is important that
secondary effects, such as updating the GHR or other structures such as the RAS,
should be considered carefully to ensure maximum accuracy is obtained.
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4.5 Methodology
This section explains the baseline figures used in the results comparisons, the work-
flow followed to produce the experimental results and the novel bias multiplier value
introduced to the hybrid predictors. This chapter aims to build upon proven techniques,
such as those presented in section 3.2.3. As such, it is assumed that the compiler can
produce the required branch prediction hints. The ARCompact
TM
ISA used in simula-
tions already features the sufficient scope for the required hint bits. The same dataset
is used for both training and testing as such papers as [7] and [73] have shown that this
is a safe approach for the general modelling required for design space exploration.
4.5.1 Workflow
Figure 4.3: The work flow followed to conduct the experiments. Source code is compiled
and the resulting benchmark profiled in our simulator. Each branch is given a profiled
static predictor direction and then the selection between the static and dynamic sub-
predictors is made. With this meta-data the benchmark is re-profiled and the resulting
execution cycles and number of statically predicted branches collected.
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A hardware verified simulator was used to produce the baseline execution cycle counts
for running the EEMBC1.1 benchmark suite [70] on the target processor architecture
using a static profiled BTFN predictor. The same figures for each of our hybrid pre-
dictor configurations were then collected, along with a count of the number of branch
instructions (not dynamic branch instances) which were removed from the dynamic
predictor and predicted statically. This work flow is shown in figure 4.3.
The static sub-predictor component of the hybrid predictor configurations consisted
of a profiled BTFN/BNFT predictor which made use of profiling information from
each benchmark. This online profiling was conducted by running the benchmark with
the appropriate dynamic branch predictor architecture, predicting all branches dynam-
ically (steps 1 and 2 in figure 4.3), and recording the outcome and direction of each
branch instance. This information was then used offline to calculate the number of cy-
cles that would be incurred by predicting the branch with a static BTFN predictor. If the
BTFN predictor would have achieved less than 50% accuracy then a BNFT predictor
was used instead, resulting in a static BTFN/BNFT predictor using profiling informa-
tion on a per branch basis, tailored to each benchmark-architecture combination (step
3 in figure 4.3).
To discover whether a given branch should be predicted with the static profiled
prediction or with a dynamic prediction the information collected in the previously-
mentioned profiling runs was used to run an offline calculation of the number of cycles
that would be incurred using the static and dynamic predictors. The inequality in
equation 4.1 was designed to relate the total number of cycles resulting from using the
static predictor to the number of cycles incurred by using the dynamic predictor (the
bias value is explained in section 4.5.2). It should be noted that to make a static branch
prediction requires key parts of the instruction to be fetched and decoded, including
several delay cycles until the information becomes available and the prediction can be
made. If the same prediction were to be done dynamically these prediction stall cycles
are not incurred due to a combination of pre-decode bits and accessing the BPU every
cycle. This is accounted for when computing the static prediction cycle cost.
static ≤ dynamic+bias (4.1)
In other words, for each branch instruction the cost of predicting the branch with
static predictor (both misprediction cost and prediction stall cycles) is balanced against
the cost of predicting the branch with the dynamic predictor (with its higher mispre-
diction cost). The dynamic predictor is more costly in power and area than the static
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predictor so an additional penalty is applied to the cost of the dynamic predictor pre-
dicting the branch. This additional cost is based on the bias multiplier and can be
adjusted by the computer architect as desired. The branch is marked for static pre-
diction is the results show that the static cost is lower than or equal to the dynamic
cost.
If the inequality in equation 4.1 was satisfied then the branch was marked for static
prediction, resulting in the branch PC and profiled direction being stored in a per-
benchmark lookup table (step 4 in figure 4.3) that was then read into the benchmark
the next time it was executed. At run time the current approach simulates obtaining
this information from hint bits in the instruction set. This is the key step in the work-
flow, where the novel use of a bias multiplier is introduced. When the benchmark
was re-executed (step 5 in figure 4.3) the branch instruction PC provided the key to
this table and the prediction was made using either the dynamic or static sub-predictor
component as necessary.
The dynamic sub-predictor component of the hybrid predictor configurations was
created by selecting which GShare branch predictor dynamic predictor architecture to
use (specified by the number of BTAC sets, the number of entries in each of these
sets and the number of entries in the BHT) and the value of a bias multiplier parame-
ter (further explained in section 4.5.2). The ideal configuration for the hybrid branch
predictor would be one that is as small as possible, using as little energy as possible.
It is desirable that the majority of branches are predicted statically, reducing active
power consumption in the dynamic branch predictor. Finally, the overall predictor ac-
curacy should be as high as possible, resulting in increased performance and decreased
execution cycles.
4.5.2 The Bias Multiplier Parameter
This bias multiplier parameter is at the core of the novel contribution of this chapter
and it is the use of this parameter which forms the core of the design space exploration.
The bias multiplier was introduced to explore the boundary between performance and
energy efficiency. The parameter takes the form of a very small multiplier, taking
its value from a small percentage of the number of cycles the benchmark took when
predicted using the dynamic predictor (collected in the previously-mentioned profiling
run) and its value is calculated using equation 4.2.
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cycles×multiplier = bias (4.2)
where cycles is the number of cycles taken to complete the given benchmark and
multiplier is the bias multiplier parameter of the hybrid branch predictor configuration.
This multiplier will be varied to trade accuracy for energy, moving branches from the
accurate but power hungry dynamic predictor to the less accurate but lower energy
static predictor. The multiplier is chosen to be some small percentage (thus having a
range of 0 to 1) and the effect of varying it is shown in figures 4.6 - 4.9.
The bias multiplier parameter is used to bias the result of the inequality in equation
4.1 in favour of selecting a branch to be predicted statically. The key concept behind
this is that the more branches which are predicted statically the greater the dynamic
energy saving achieved through not accessing the dynamic predictor. Furthermore,
when branches are predicted statically the dynamic predictor resources used are now
freed up to predict the remaining dynamically predicted branches. This will in turn
raise the accuracy of the dynamic predictor. If enough branches are removed from the
dynamic predictor the predictor tables can be reduced in size without a large impact on
performance, delivering a reduction in leakage energy and die space requirements.
4.6 Evaluation
The graphs in figure 4.4 and figure 4.5 provide a comparison of the arithmetic mean of
the number of branches predicted statically and resulting execution cycles across the
different combinations of dynamic predictor architecture and bias multiplier parameter.
Here the 4 traditional dynamic branch predictor configurations (with a bias multiplier
of 0) are compared against the 5th traditional predictor configuration, being the profiled
static BTFN baseline. Each of the dynamic configurations is evaluated over 9 different
bias multiplier values, giving a total of 36 novel configurations.
At the larger bias multiplier values nearly all of the branches are predicted stati-
cally, increasing from around 90% static execution to very close to 100%. The dif-
ference between the best and worst execution times is no more than 1.8%, with only
a negligible difference in cycle improvements between the ultra-small 32 way BTAC
and the 512 entry BTAC. This is possibly due to the large number of branches that
are being predicted statically, meaning that the branches which remain to be predicted
dynamically need very few resources to be so, accurately.
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Figure 4.4: Execution cycles relative to a profiled static BTFN baseline. Higher bars
show a greater improvement.
Figure 4.5: Number of branch predictions removed from the dynamic predictor and
made with the static predictor instead. Higher bars show greater dynamic energy sav-
ings. Note how the change in bias multiplier affects the range of different predictor
sizes, with larger predictors being especially sensitive.
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Figure 4.6: Spread of how many branches were predicted statically for a high perfor-
mance dynamic predictor with 100,000 entries in the BHT and a direct mapped 200,000
set BTAC. Note how above a bias multiplier value of 0.01% Q1 to Max are close, but
the minimum static executions series is significantly lower.
Figure 4.7: Spread of how many branches were predicted statically for a medium per-
formance dynamic predictor with 512 entries in the BHT and a direct mapped 512 set
BTAC. Note how the minimum execution series shows at least one benchmark perform-
ing especially well in the dynamic predictor, resulting in low static predictions, however
there are steep rises at bias multiplier values of 0.04% and 0.1%.
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Figure 4.8: Spread of how many branches were predicted statically for a highly asso-
ciative dynamic predictor with 512 entries in the BHT and a fully associative 512 set
BTAC. Note the higher statically predicted branches in the Q2 series.
Figure 4.9: Spread of how many branches were predicted statically for an ultra small
dynamic predictor with 32-entry BHT and a fully associative 32-set BTAC. Note the Min
series stays just under 90% statically predicted for bias multiplier values above 0.005%,
suggesting that even a very small dynamic predictor can outperform a static predictor
for some branches.
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The graphs in Figs. 4.6 - 4.9 show in detail the effects of the bias multiplier on the
number of branch instructions predicted statically across the benchmark suite for each
dynamic predictor configuration. Each graph shows a different traditional dynamic
predictor configuration, with the associated BTAC size and associativity presented
along with the BHT size in the captions, with the x-axis showing the exploration of
the effect of the bias multiplier value. The lines on each graph represent the spread
of how statically predictable the benchmarks were found to be, shown as the maxi-
mum, minimum, 1st, 2nd and 3rd quartiles. A small spread would indicate that all the
benchmarks showed the same benefit for static prediction, while a larger spread would
indicate that static prediction is more beneficial for some benchmarks than others.
The results show that the smaller the dynamic predictor, the higher the number of
statically predicted branches and the smaller the improvement over the baseline. The
novel result is that all of the different branch predictor architectures are shown to be
sensitive to the value of the bias multiplier applied. The trend across the different ar-
chitectures is that as the bias multiplier is increased the number of branches predicted
statically increases, and the improvement over the profiled BTFN baseline decreases.
To find the ideal bias multiplier, we look for the value which gives as close as possi-
ble to the top of figure4.4 and the bottom of figure 4.5. The best configurations are
found with a bias multiplier value of around 0.02%, although this is higher for larger
predictors and lower for smaller predictors.
4.7 Further Work
It has been previously noted in this chapter, as well as a number of papers in chapter
3 that the interaction between the dynamic predictor active power, dynamic predictor
leakage power and the power consumed by the rest of the processor is a complex one.
In order to get a detailed picture of the performance vs energy trade-off that this chapter
started to investigate accurate energy figures are required. To achieve this a register
transfer level hardware description language energy simulation model was sought, but
proved to be too complex and time consuming.
The issue is further complicated by the fact that a single simulation cannot be used
to sensibly model all possible predictor configurations. For example, for some of the
ultra small predictor tables considered it would be better to model the entries as being
stored in registers rather than a cache, especially when considering the control circuits
around the cache requiring more energy than the cache itself.
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4.8 Summary
This chapter has demonstrated that through building on well known branch prediction
techniques it is possible to create a hybrid predictor with very low power and area
requirements, suitable for modern embedded processors. This is achieved through a
solution based on a novel parameter in the sub-predictor assignment process which
explores the complex relationship between the use of the static and dynamic sub pre-
dictors. The key concept is that potentially sacrificing some branch prediction accuracy
by accessing the dynamic predictor only when its resources are truly needed it is pos-
sible to reduce the pressure on the dynamic predictor, allowing it to be reduced in
size.
While this approach does make strong requirements on ISA supplying sufficient
branch prediction hint bits, this is an approach that has been used for some time. As
a result there are popular ISAs targeted at embedded processors that already offer the
desired functionality, allowing this new approach to be applied for a minimal cost in
such cases.
In chapter 5, the focus shifts away from optimising a single BPU towards finding





In chapter 4 it was shown that branch predictors working in unison to form a hybrid
predictor can often perform better than a single predictor alone. In chapter 3 it was
noted that this idea of cooperation between different predictor structures has been key
to the success of many different predictor types, not just hybrid predictors but also the
more powerful single predictors such as L-TAGE which make use of multiple predic-
tor tables working together. This idea of cooperation between prediction structures is
central to this chapter.
The discussion of the state of modern processors in chapter 1 showed that the future
of processors lies in multicore System on Chip (SoC) designs. These designs offer new
opportunities for cooperation between processor cores. This chapter investigates the
possibility of cooperation between the private BPUs attached to each core, resulting in
each core working to aid the other and producing a more efficient system.
In revisiting the design of BPUs in the multicore era we propose a collaborative
branch prediction scheme called Peloton for data-parallel workloads, which enables
efficient communication of branch prediction information across cores. This technique
is effective on simple techniques such as GShare, as well as more complex TAGE
predictors.
In this chapter we demonstrate the power of communicating data between BPUs
to reduce miss rates for data-parallel workloads. We propose a technique for com-
munication between these BPUs, which can be implemented efficiently in hardware.
We evaluate the effectiveness of our Peloton scheme using the data-parallel PARSEC2
[6] benchmarks and a detailed prototype implementation of our scheme in the MARSS
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instruction set simulator [52]. We present a brief design space exploration demon-
strating that Peloton branch prediction is applicable for a range of branch predictor
configurations.
The remainder of this chapter presents a motivating example, demonstrating the
benefits of our novel approach, followed by a brief study into the scope for improve-
ment offered by Peloton branch prediction in an ideal environment. We then introduce
the target processor and the cycle accurate simulator used to collect our results. Us-
ing this context we analyse the effectiveness of our approach to see where gains can
be made and losses avoided. We then outline how Peloton branch prediction may be
realised in hardware and present the best results our simulations produced. The ef-
fectiveness of Peloton branch prediction is further explored through an exploration of
alternative architectural configurations and branch predictor types before discussing
further work arising from our results. We finally conclude with a summary of Peloton
branch prediction, its effectiveness and what work remains to be done.
5.2 Peloton Branch Prediction
Multicore processors are increasingly common in the latest computer architectures,
even down to the level of small, energy efficient embedded devices. This move towards
multicores being everywhere puts an increased emphasis on needing to get the best
performance out of multiple cores operating together. While some performance gain
can be realised by operating in parallel across several cores, single-core performance
is still an important aspect worthy of optimisation.
One key aspect in straight line performance is the accuracy of the BPU. An inaccu-
rate BPU leads to increased program cycles, meaning reduced throughput and greater
energy consumption. While modern BPU designs can be highly accurate (in some
cases in excess of 99% [4] [5]), it is difficult or undesirable to fit these designs into the
low power, low area, low cost constraints of embedded multicores.
While many papers have focused on optimising branch prediction for the single-
core case and confidently asserted that their approach will perform well in the mul-
ticore case, few papers have tried to directly address and optimise for the unique re-
sources and opportunities provided by a multicore platform. This chapter presents a
novel approach to branch prediction for data-parallel workloads on multicore platforms
by broadcasting branch prediction information between BPUs.
Using a data-parallel programming paradigm in a framework such as OPENMP, the
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programmer marks up data-parallel loops, where (ranges of) iterations are distributed
over a number of threads. Each thread executes a different section of the loop, with all
the threads executing in parallel on a multicore host. It is important to note that in such
a data-parallel programming model all threads execute the same task, but operate on
different data. Given the high correlation of control flow between cooperative threads
in a data-parallel configuration, our hypothesis is that branch prediction information
is also correlated and sharing of this information between BPUs has the potential to
reduce branch mispredictions and, ultimately, improve performance. The questions
we are trying to answer in this chapter are how a practical scheme for sharing branch
predictor information on a multicore machine can be implemented and how this can be
made efficient with respect to performance and energy consumption.
Throughout the chapter the Peloton technique will be compared to a baseline of
running a system that is identical except for the use of updates being shared between
BPUs (unless otherwise stated). A successful and efficient solution is one which results
in a saving in application runtime with little to no increase in energy cost.
5.2.1 Slipstream Processors
The technique presented in this chapter is similar in concept to the idea of a slipstream
processor [58] [65]. However, the implementation of the concept is very different. A
slipstream processor makes use of one run-ahead thread to discover information on
easy to predict branches and instructions with no impact, with the aim of sending this
information to a second thread which can run faster as a result. This leads to a reduced
execution time for the thread running the whole program. It is necessary for the thread
running the reduced program to be running on a fully functional processor to slow
down execution in the case of bad information being passed from the reduced thread.
As a result a slipstream processor requires two processor cores (or properly sched-
uled SMT processor) to speed up a single application. Furthermore, a slipstream pro-
cessor requires a number of new caches and communications controllers to facilitate
the information being passed between the two threads. As a result the overhead in
terms of hardware required to run a single application is very high. In contrast, Peloton
branch prediction does not tie up a processor core in producing predictions, allowing
for a higher throughput (especially important in the type of data-parallel workloads
that this chapter is concerned with). Furthermore, there is no requirement for addi-
tional caches to store information, only access to the existing interconnect.
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5.2.2 What Is Peloton Branch Prediction?
We draw a parallel between our contribution and the approach seen in a flock of birds
or a large group of cyclists (called a Peloton). Each individual spends an amount of
time at the front of the group, doing the hard work while the others behind have an
easier time. Similarly we can apply this thinking to the case of two or more cores
running threads from the same data-parallel loop and have one or more cores that run
behind the first. The BPUs of the cores running behind the first core can make an
easier prediction (i.e. one which is more likely to be accurate) as a result of having
information passed back from the first core. This will dramatically reduce capacity,
conflict and warm-up misses, as well as reducing the effect of destructive aliasing in
predictors based on global history.
For the approach taken in this chapter it is important that the cores have homoge-
neous BPU configurations such that prediction information can be passed as compact
indexes into the history tables, rather than full-blown table entries. Using our sharing
scheme, cores which are running behind will make fewer branch mispredictions, ex-
periencing the slipstream effect, and thus may overtake the original first core. At this
point it is important for the new first core to have an accurate branch predictor so that
the information sent to the other cores is as useful as possible. In this way the average
branch prediction miss rate of each of the cores and the overall branch prediction miss
rate will be reduced.
5.3 Motivating Example
To illustrate the key idea of our work we now present a motivating example to demon-
strate how Peloton branch prediction results in improved branch predictor accuracy.
The example shows the progress of two cores through a simple application, with the y-
axis representing time (i.e. further down the image is further through the application).
On the left we see the two cores are not communicating their branch predictor
updates. As a result both cores reach the same branch with the same state in their
branch predictors and consequently both make the same misprediction. On the right
we see that once core 0 has updated its branch predictor the update is sent on to core
1. This allows core 1 to update its predictor with knowledge of the branch it is about
to reach. As a result when core 1 does reach the branch it predicts correctly.
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Figure 5.1: Demonstrating the way that sharing information between branch predictors
can lead to fewer mispredictions.
Information is shared between the BPU units on different CPUs in a model broadly
based on a cache coherency update. The occasions at which updates will be sent be-
tween the BPUs are dependant on the communications strategy, further explored in
section 5.6.5. When it is decided that an update needs to be sent the BPU sending
the update broadcasts the relevant information across a local bus, potentially the pre-
existent data bus or a new dedicated bus. A more detailed description of the exact
update mechanism and the data transmitted is presented in section 5.7.3.
Figure 5.2: Each BPU uses the data bus to broadcast updates to all other BPUs.
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5.4 Background
In this section we present the architecture of the processor that was simulated when
conducting our experiments. The experiments were conducted using the MARSS sim-
ulator.
“MARSS uses a cycle-accurate simulation models for out-of-order and in-
order single core and multicore CPUs implementing the x86 ISA. These
are integrated into the QEMU full system emulation environment.” [52]
We chose to simulate the PARSEC2 benchmark suite [6], containing examples
of demanding, data-parallel workloads, suitable for research into diverse, non-high
performance computing applications. We used the simsmall dataset to simulate only
the benchmarks described as data-parallel. We used the built-in Intel Atom processor
model as a representative model of an in-order core tested against real hardware [43].
The modelled core is single threaded, with 2-wide fetch and issue width, 2 integer,
2 floating point and 2 complex functional units, 32-entry commit buffer and 16-entry
dispatch queue and store buffer. Each core has a 256-set, 8-way MESI instruction
cache and an identical data cache. A single 212-set, 8-way L2 cache is shared amongst
the cores. The benchmarks were each set to run 4 threads over the 8 single threaded
cores. The branch misprediction cost was 6 cycles.
The branch predictor modelled comprised of a 210-entry, 4-way BTB, used to pre-
dict branch targets and a 210-entry RAS used for storing call return addresses. The
RAS was implemented as a circular stack, with each of the entries storing information
about a call-return pair. Each time a call is made a new return address is pushed onto
the top of the stack. The number of entries is chosen to be far larger than is likely to be
needed to ensure that the performance of the RAS does not hinder the overall accuracy
of the BPU, allowing the focus to remain on the performance of the BTAC and the
BHT. Each of the RAS entries comprises the 31 bits required to capture the branch
return address. The direction predictor was a hybrid GShare-Bimodal predictor with a
bits budget of 64KB to facilitate comparisons with other papers.
Each of the hybrid’s two subpredictors (GShare and Bimodal) had 216-entries, and
were accompanied by a 216-entry meta predictor to predict if a branch is taken. The
GShare predictor uses a global branch history register to store the outcome of all
branches, which is then XORed with the PC of the branch to calculate the index of
the 2-bit saturating counter used to predict the branch outcome. The Bimodal sub-
predictor uses no history information and indexes its 2-bit saturating counters using
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the branch PC folded in half by XORing. The meta predictor was implemented in the
same way as the Bimodal predictor.
5.5 Limit Study
As a limit study of what might be achievable the PARSEC2 benchmark suite [6] was
simulated, assuming latency free transmission of information between BPUs. Fig-
ure 5.3 suggests that there is large scope for branch prediction accuracy improvement
across the benchmark suite.
Figure 5.3: Demonstrating the effect of Peloton branch prediction on a range of data
parallel benchmarks. Each benchmark was run 10 times and the average taken. The
baseline is the same architecture but no updates are shared between BPUs. The error
bars shown are the 95% confidence interval from the standard error.
Benchmark Unshared Miss Rate Shared Miss Rate
Blackscholes 5.70% (± 0.04) 5.69% (± 0.07)
Freqmine 7.13% (± 0.00) 7.12% (± 0.00)
Swaptions 5.40% (± 0.02) 4.62% (± 0.15)
Fluidanimate 12.97% (± 0.03) 9.01% (± 0.00)
Vips 1.23% (± 0.00) 0.82% (± 0.02)
Canneal 5.44% (± 0.01) 4.86% (± 0.01)
Streamcluster 1.02% (± 0.00) 1.02% (± 0.00)
Raytrace 1.16% (± 0.00) 1.23% (± 0.00)
Table 5.1: Miss rates for GShare limit study with and without update sharing
However, figure 5.3 also shows that several of the benchmarks may suffer from
the approach as well. As such it is necessary to consider what it is that makes Pelo-
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ton branch prediction beneficial, how branch mispredictions may be reduced, when
updates should be sent and to which cores.
5.6 Branches in Data Parallel benchmarks
This section assesses a number of factors in the performance of Peloton branch predic-
tion. First the frequency of sharing between BPUs is analysed. The impact of Peloton
branch prediction on different branch types is then considered along with an analysis
of what miss types are reduced by the technique. The presence of the expected slip-
streaming behaviour is then analysed before combining the information presented in
this section to present some new communications methods and revist the requency of
updates between BPUs.
5.6.1 Write Frequency
To analyse the potential of how much of an impact Peloton branch prediction would
have on the interconnect we collected data on how often updates were transmitted. To
collect this data we ran MARSS for intervals of 100 cycles and counted the number
of incoming updates. This was repeated throughout the entirety of each benchmark.
These data were then split into classes based on the average number of updates in each
interval. Finally, the data were converted into a cumulative frequency graph. This
allows an assessment of how many updates the BPU must be able to handle per cycle
against how frequently this would be sufficient.
In figure 5.4 a selection of benchmarks is used to present the different behaviours
seen across our earlier presented set of simulated benchmarks. While Raytrace shows
90% coverage of the intervals with an average of 1 remote update per 10 cycles, to
achieve the same coverage in Freqmine requires an average of 3 updates every 2 cycles.
This is a troubling result for two main reasons. Firstly, each update is taking up
interconnect bandwidth. This potentially means that so many updates could be sent be-
tween BPUs that program execution is slowed due to the interconnect being swamped
by these updates. Alternatively, the interconnect could be widened or a specialised
BPU interconnect added. Both would add a level of hardware overhead that was un-
acceptable for the work considered here. Secondly, the cost complexity and die area
required for having a multiple ported BPU are large and grow rapidly with the number
of ports.
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Figure 5.4: The number of remote updates arriving was counted over 100 cycle periods
and then divided by 100 to give average updates per cycle. The cumulative frequency
on the y-axis is calculated by counting all 100 cycle periods where the average updates
per cycle is less than or equal to the value given on the x-axis, then dividing by the
number of 100 cycle periods. Results are presented for a range of benchmarks and an
average across these benchmarks.
In order to address these problems further work was carried out into when updates
should be sent and which BPUs should receive them. This involved such considera-
tions as only sending an update when the BPU has mispredicted or only sending an
update when the BPU counters are not saturated (i.e. when the update will result in
changing counter values). The full results of this work are presented in section 5.6.5,
with these and similar approaches reducing the number of updates sent at a potential
cost to misprediction reduction.
5.6.2 Branch Types
To further study if and why Peloton branch prediction is effective we now present a
breakdown of how each branch type is affected by it. In order to do this the technique
was applied to each branch type individually. The effect on miss ratio is shown in
figure 5.5.
Unconditional branches are always taken, while conditional branches may be taken
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depending on a condition in the branch instruction. Direct branches are branches with
absolute target address, while indirect branches are branches with a target stored in a
register, or with a variable offset, so that the target may change between executions.
Figure 5.5: Impact on miss rate as a result of enabling the single specified type of
branch, dependent on the results series. A negative number shows an increase in
mispredictions. Each type of branch was shared individually to highlight the impact of
Peloton prediction on that type of branch.
Looking at this breakdown of the impact of each branch type, we can see that the
only types to have any impact (greater than a single standard deviation) are conditional
direct branches and unconditional indirect branches. It makes sense that the branch call
and branch return predictions show very little impact from the use of Peloton branch
prediction as a combination of the instruction and a sufficiently large RAS will contain
enough information to predict these instructions with a high degree of accuracy. There
is very little information that could profitably be sent between the BPUs, and a high
chance of sending incorrect information. Likewise, the unconditional direct branches
are trivial to predict and so sharing prediction information between BPUs is a waste of
energy.
The conditional direct branches are shown to be highly suitable for Peloton branch
prediction in several of the benchmarks. This is likely due to these branches account-
ing for loop end branches and if statements. The outcome of these branches may well
be data dependent or otherwise strongly correlated with progress through the parallel
loop. This would suggest that the behaviour across different but similar data points
being computed on different cores will be very strongly correlated and so ideal for
Peloton branch prediction. Unconditional indirect branches (which are not calls or re-
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turns) are more likely to be data dependent and as such there is a greater likelihood that
the branch behaviour will vary from core to core as they execute different data points.
Therefore, Peloton branch prediction would be unhelpful at best and may reduce per-
formance in the worst case. This is seen in the large reduction in accuracy in the Vips
benchmark. We take advantage of this result in section 5.6.5.
5.6.3 Classification Of Misses
It is important to understand how Peloton branch prediction makes an impact on branch
prediction accuracy. To this end we collected data on the basic miss types of cold, di-
rection and target misses. Cold misses are misses as a result of a branch that has never
been seen by the predictor and as such there is no data to predict them on. Direc-
tion misses are where the branch has been encountered before and the outcome of the
branch is mispredicted. These can only occur when a cold miss does not occur. A
target miss occurs when a cold or direction miss have not occurred but the predicted
target for the branch is incorrect.
Figure 5.6: Miss types across the benchmarks using Peloton branch prediction com-
pared to non-sharing. The baseline at 100% is the number of the given type of mispre-
diction observed for the given benchmark when Peloton branch prediction is not used.
Figure 5.6 shows the number of misses of each type for each benchmark compared
to a system that does not share information between BPUs. For each benchmark the
number of cold misses is roughly halved. This is as a result of information being sent
to cores that are yet to encounter the branch in question. This results in what would
have otherwise been a cold miss being replaced with a correct prediction.
The number of direction misses varies between benchmarks, with a range of a 20%
reduction to a 30% increase. An increase in direction misses is possibly due to three
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different effects. The first is that the increase in updates results in more destructive
aliasing between branches. The second effect is that the balance of conditional to
unconditional branches is significantly different between the benchmarks where direc-
tion misses decrease and those where direction misses increase. A larger number of
conditional branches will also increase pressure on the direction predictors. Lastly,
conditional branches where the branch condition is data dependent may be poor candi-
dates for Peloton branch prediction, with updates between BPUs moving the saturating
counter in the opposite direction to that required by the local core.
The number of target misses is generally the same, with the exception of Canneal
where the number of target misses increases. This could be due to the branch targets
being unpredictable and highly data dependent, such that sharing information between
BPUs is not helpful in reducing mispredictions. It is also possible that while some
target misses are being removed, mispredictions that were previously direction misses
are now mispredicting the target and becoming target misses.
5.6.4 Slipstreaming
We now turn our attention to an analysis of whether the cores behave as we expect
with respect to the different rates of progress through the program. We tested whether
different cores are displaying the slipstreaming behaviour of taking turns at being pro-
ducers or consumers of updates. We collected the number of updates sent and updates
received over 100,000 cycles and formed a ratio of these numbers by dividing updates
sent by updates received.
A core which has made more progress than other cores will have not received
branch information before it reaches a branch and is more likely to mispredict. Since
cores only send updates after a misprediction a high number of updates sent will sug-
gest a core that is ‘out in front’ of the others. Conversely a core with few updates sent
out and many updates received suggests that the core is following the progress of a
different core and benefiting from the updates received. By counting how often a core
has the highest ratio amongst all eight cores per time slice we can suggest how often
cores are overtaking over cores and changing their order.
Figures 5.7 - 5.12 show the amount of time that each core spends as the core with
either the highest or lowest ratio. The higher the frequency the higher the number of
100,000 cycle periods that the core occupied the position as the core with either the
highest or lowest ratio. The sum of the frequencies may not add up to 100% (and often
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does not for the figures showing the lowest ratio). This is due to times when two or
more cores share the same ratio.
Looking at Blackscholes in figure 5.7 we can see that core 1 consistently has the
highest ratio. This suggests the core is progressing ahead of all the other cores. Con-
versely, we see in figure 5.8 that cores 5-8 are all roughly equal in their share of how
often they are the core with the lowest ratio. Looking at Fluidanimate in figure 5.9 we
can see cores 1, 2 and 4 all have a large share of time as the core with the highest ratio.
In figure 5.10 we again see a very similar picture to that observed with Blackscholes.
Looking at Vips in figure 5.11 we can see core 5 dominates the time spent with the
highest ratio, although cores 1, 2 and 7 each spend more than 10% of the time with the
highest ratio. In figure 5.12 we again see that cores 1, 6 and 8 each spend a significant
time as the core with the lowest ratio. These results suggest that the cores often behave
in the expected manner with several cores taking it in turns to be at the front.
Figure 5.7: Frequency of time a given core spends with the highest ratio of updates
sent to updates received for the Blackscholes benchmark
Figure 5.8: Frequency of time a given core spends with the lowest ratio of updates sent
to updates received for the Blackscholes benchmark
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Figure 5.9: Frequency of time a given core spends with the highest ratio of updates
sent to updates received for the Fluidanimate benchmark
Figure 5.10: Frequency of time a given core spends with the lowest ratio of updates
sent to updates received for the Fluidanimate benchmark
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Figure 5.11: Frequency of time a given core spends with the highest ratio of updates
sent to updates recieved for the Vips benchmark
Figure 5.12: Frequency of time a given core spends with the lowest ratio of updates
sent to updates recieved for the Vips benchmark
5.6.5 Write Frequency - revisited
In section 5.6.1 we showed the required write frequency presents a problem even in
the best case, especially when considered alongside the possibility of a further update
from the local predictor. Therefore alternative communications strategies were inves-
tigated. The simplest was to reduce the number of updates sent between BPUs. This
was achieved by studying a range of different communications schemes.
The Write Always scheme requires the largest number of updates per cycle, with
the other schemes taking progressively fewer updates as the aggressiveness of reduc-
tion in sharing is increased. The Write Miss scheme only sends updates to other cores
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when the local core has mispredicted, the understanding being that while a mispre-
diction generally has some information to be shared, a correct prediction often does
not. The Write Reduced scheme sends updates for a limited range of circumstances,
namely only updating counters updated by the core’s own local update scheme.
In section 5.6.2 conditional direct branches were observed to be most suitable for
our scheme. As a result we created the Write Conditional scheme where only updates
for conditional branches are shared.
Two further schemes were added. The Write Slipstream scheme makes use of
the ratio of updates sent to updates received introduced in section 5.6.4. The same
intuition about a core with a higher ratio being ahead and a core with a lower ratio
being behind to allow us to only send updates backwards. The exception was that this
should reduce less useful updates being sent from the cores which are furthest behind
to those furthest in front. Finally the Write Dynamic technique uses thresholds on
the number of mispredictions in a given number of cycles to decide whether to share
updates or not.
The same benchmarks were re-run and data collected in the same fashion as in
section 5.6.1. Looking at figure 5.13 we see a comparison of what happens to the
updates per cycle required under the initial Write Always scheme compared the new
schemes.
Figure 5.13: Remote updates per cycle versus what portion of the time all remote
updates can be accepted. Results are collected in the same way as for figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.14: Number of updates sent between BPUs per benchmark relative to Write
Always.
Figure 5.15: Average mispredictions per benchmark for each communications scheme.
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Figure 5.14 shows how many updates the new communications schemes send com-
pared to the Write Always scheme. Write Slipstream reduces the number of updates
by around 30%, while Write Dynamic Cut-off and Write Slipstream reduce updates by
80-90%.
Figure 5.15 shows that the new Write Conditional and Write Slipstream schemes
do not reduce the improvement in misprediction rate over non-sharing, however the
Write Miss and Write Reduced schemes do.
Figure 5.16: Improvement in cycles per benchmark for each communications scheme
compared to a baseline of sending no updates between predictors.
Figure 5.16 shows that for most of the benchmarks there is little impact, only
around 1-2% speed-up. However, in Blackscholes the Write Reduced and Write Dy-
namic schemes increase cycles by 5%. The best performance is seen in Canneal, with
a speedup of up to 15%, closely followed by Swaptions with a speedup of around 12%.
5.7 Communications Implementation
5.7.1 Software
In order to communicate the updates between BPUs it is necessary to have some phys-
ical connection. We chose to model this as a two way connection between the inter-
connect and the BPU located on each core. This gives the lowest overhead in terms
of additional hardware requirements and complexity. However, this will result in in-
creased contention, leading to a possible slowdown. The updates were transmitted by
broadcasting to all other cores attached to the data bus.
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5.7.2 Hardware
The model provided by MARSS is of a split data/address bus, with an arbitration la-
tency of 1 cycle and a broadcast latency of 6 cycles. We model the addition of the
BPUs through the addition of new BPU controllers that attach to the split bus in the
same way as the L1 data/instruction caches. In this manner the BPUs communicate in
much the same way as any other cache connected to the interconnect, but only interact
with other BPUs.
5.7.3 Data transmitted
The data to be sent in each update depends on the type of BPU in use. The information
transmitted on a broadcast update, along with the bits cost for each field, is shown in
table 5.2. The information included in each update is designed to match the informa-
tion required by a the local predictor updating its own BPU in the same manner as a
standard single core BPU update. Each update, be it a hit or miss, includes all the
information required to update each of the BPU structures as necessary according to










Table 5.2: Information broadcast in an update along with the bits used
It is assumed that a predictor can update its counters on the cycle the update arrives
(for any number of remote updates) and that this does not interfere with reads or writes
to the predictor from the local core. This is based upon the results from figure 5.13,
which showed that nearly 90% of the remote updates could be handled by updating
every other cycle. Taken with the fact that the BPU will not have local updates any-
where near this frequently, the addition of a single entry remote write buffer should be
sufficient to capture the vast majority of remote updates.
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5.8 Key Results
Given the experiments covered in section 5.6 our best configuration proved to be Write
Conditional. Applying this to the original configuration used in our limit study gives
us a realistic implementation, with the results shown in figures 5.17 and 5.18. These
results differ from those in section 5.6.5 in that the impact of transmission latency and
bus contention are now taken into account.
Figure 5.17: Demonstrating the effect of Peloton branch prediction on a range of data
parallel benchmarks. The baseline for each benchmark is running the benchmark with-
out sharing. The two sets of results are for sharing the interconnect with cache traffic
and for adding a dedicated bus. A negative number shows an increase in branch mis-
predictions. The error bars shown are the 95% confidence interval from the standard
error
Figure 5.17 shows that while Peloton branch prediction can be used to reduce the
miss rate for several of our benchmarks by up to 25%. However, the figure also shows
that for the wrong benchmark the application of Peloton branch prediction can also
lead to a dramatic decrease in prediction accuracy. Just as bad is the potential for the
technique to have an extremely low or statistically insignificant impact on the accuracy
for the benchmark. Such a result means that the extra time and energy dedicated to
transmitting the data across the interconnect and writing it to other BPUs is essentially
wasted and should be avoided. The difference between the shared and dedicated archi-
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tectures is either within the margin for error or small enough that the extra complexity
and die space required to add a new dedicated interconnect for BPU traffic cannot be
justified.
Figure 5.18: These results were obtained in the same manner as figure 5.17 but now
concern the impact on program cycles. A negative number shows an increase in pro-
gram cycles. The error bars shown are the 95% confidence interval from the standard
error.
Looking at figure 5.18, the margin for error is greater than the observed impact
on cycles for all of the benchmarks except Fluidanimate and the shared interconnect
data for Vips. In both cases there is a slight (0.5-1%) reduction in cycles. As a result
it appears that there is generally a negligible impact on cycles as a result of applying
Peloton branch prediction.
When taking figures 5.17 and 5.18 together it becomes clear that although Peloton
branch prediction can have an impact on miss rates this will not guarantee a decrease
in cycle counts. Both Vips and Fluidanimate show a large improvement in branch
prediction accuracy but a smaller improvement in cycle times, suggesting that while
BPU accuracy is an important aspect to the cycles required to run the benchmark, the
benchmarks are not bounded by the BPU accuracy.
Figure 5.19 shows the energy required to run each of the benchmarks, both for
the sharing and dedicated interconnect architectures. The figures were obtained from
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a modified version of the Xeon model that comes with MCPAT, but the fraction of
energy saved using the ARM A9 model was highly similar. The xml input file for
MCPAT was populated by the values output by MARSSX86 to ensure that the energy
figures given are accurate.
Figure 5.19: Reduction in energy per benchmark for shared and dedicated interconnect
architectures. The baseline for each benchmark is running without sharing. Negative
numbers mean an increase in energy required to run the benchmark.
The error bars in figure 5.19 show that the energy required to run Blackscholes,
Canneal, Swaptions and Raytrace varies between executions, making it difficult to
draw any hard conclusions from the data here. The overall shape of figure 5.19 is
very close to that of 5.18, demonstrating that the runtime of the benchmarks is the
largest factor in the energy consumed. However, the results for Fluidanimate in figure
5.18 show a slight speed up, whereas the results in figure 5.19 show an increase in
energy requirement. This suggests that while some energy is saved from the reduction
in runtime, the energy required by the interconnect to transmit the BPU updates is
large enough to result in an overall increase in energy required. The best result is for
benchmark Vips.
The energy required to run Vips is reduced by around 2% for the shared intercon-
nect and 1% for the dedicated interconnect. Once again, the performance of the shared
interconnect vs the dedicated interconnect follows the same pattern as the runtime of
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the benchmark. As the dynamic energy required to transmit the BPU updates is the
same under both schemes the difference between energy will come down to the extra
static energy required by an additional interconnect and the change in runtime of the
application. This result reinforces the conclusion that a dedicated interconnect for BPU
updates is not desirable.
5.9 Further Evaluation
In this section the effectiveness of Peloton branch prediction is further explored. First
a limit on the maximum break-even transmission energy is presented. Next the design
space of different predictor sizes is presented. Finally a comparison to the Slipstream
processor architecture is made.
5.9.1 Energy
A major factor in whether or not Peloton branch prediction will consume more or
less energy than is required to run the same system without sharing branch updates
is the energy consumed in sending updates between the BPUs. This section estimates
an approximate upper bound for the energy that can be consumed by looking at the
mispredictions removed by using Peloton branch prediction and calculating the cycles
saved as a result. This is balanced against the number of updates sent to give an upper
bound on the cost of each update for total energy to remain the same.
MissesSaved×PenaltyMisses ×PowerCore>
TransmissionCost ×TransmissionU pdatesRequired (5.1)
The Atom core used in section 5.8 was plugged into McPAT and found to consume
2.011W. The branch miss penalty is 6 cycles. Using the figures from running Blacksc-
holes on the 64K shared BPU configuration gives 96723 misses saved and 16.5 million
updates sent. From equation 5.1 this gives:
96723×6×2.011>TransmissionCost ×16.5x106 (5.2)
TransmissionCost<70mW (5.3)
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Given that the peak dynamic power for the NoC reported by McPAT is 66mW we
can start to see why Peloton branch prediction may be able to provide small power and
energy savings.
5.9.2 Design Space Exploration
Varying GShare BHT, Metatable and Bimodal entries from 2,048 to 65,536, the BTB
sets from 512 to 1024 and setting BTB ways to 2 or 4 gives the results shown in figures
5.20 and 5.21.
These figures show that Peloton branch prediction performs slightly worse for
smaller predictor sizes. This is especially true of Vips, with only the largest BPU
resulting in a significantly improved miss rate and reduction in cycles. This is likely
to be due to an increase in aliasing at the smaller predictor size due to the fewer table
entries being unable to cope with the increase in updates caused by updates from other
cores.
The results for Swaptions are very interesting. All of the BPU sizes resulted in an
increase in cycles, with the smaller BPU sizes resulting in a smaller increase. However,
the opposite is true of the impact on miss rate, with all but the smallest two BPU sizes
showing a significant increase in accuracy.
Raytrace also shows some interesting results. Each predictor size shows a reduc-
tion in accuracy but no significant change in the number of cycles. This would suggest
one of two things: either the impact of BPU accuracy is not a limiting factor in the per-
formance of the benchmark (the baseline miss rate is only a little over 1%, making this
quite likely); or that any reduction in cycles achieved by the increased BPU accuracy
is negated by the extra traffic generated on the shared bus, making memory, instruction
cache and data cache accesses slower.
Figure 5.22 shows the impact on energy savings as the BPU size is reduced. The
overall picture is that Vips is the only benchmark to show a definite benefit from shar-
ing updates, and only then for large predictor sizes. The reason for this is likely to be
that as the BPU size is reduced the energy that it consumes is reduced, so the fraction
of total processor energy that may be saved is reduced. When taken with the increas-
ing number of branch mispredictions and the corresponding increase in BPU updates
the energy consumed in the additional cycles and interconnect traffic may become a
proportionally larger factor than the branch mispredictions that are prevented through
BPU updates.
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5.9.3 Comparison To Slipstream Processors
The Slipstream Processor described in [65] differs from the processor described in
this chapter in several ways, most importantly that it models an out of order core and
an ideal L2 cache which always hits. In [65] the SPEC95 integer benchmark suite,
although the instruction count given is similar to the runtime of the benchmarks used
here.
The Slipstream Processor manages an average improvement of 7% increase in per-
formance, however this goes as high as 20% and as low as no improvement, with no
reported slowdown. This means at in the worse case an entire processor is being used
to run the reduced thread and producing no speed-up, unless it is known ahead of time
that the application will not benefit from slipstreaming. In contrast, Peloton branch
prediction produces up to 1% speed-up across each of the 8 processors, with no need
for a whole processor dedicated to overhead.
As a result, Peloton branch prediction is likely to be more energy efficient and
is applicable in a greater range of circumstances. This can generally be attributed
to the differing goals of the two techniques: the slipstream processor seeks to make
use of an otherwise unused core to produce a speed-up in a single application at all
costs, whereas Peloton branch prediction aims to maintain performance while reducing
energy and die-space requirements.
5.10 Other Predictor Types
The most successful technique from section 5.8, Write Conditional, was also applied
to the other base predictor types identified in section 5.4.
5.10.1 L-TAGE
The L-TAGE predictor is based on the solution provided to the second branch predic-
tor championship [33]. The predictor is comprised of 12 partially tagged components
with history lengths ranging from 4 to 640 and consisting of between 2048 and 512
entries, along with a 16K entry bimodal base predictor and a 256-entry loop predictor
(see [61] for full implementation details).
The L-TAGE predictor updates comprise the TAGE sub-predictor containing the
longest entry, the TAGE index, the BTB index and tag, the outcome of the branch and
the branch target, for a total of 78 bits.
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Figure 5.23: Impact on miss rates from applying Peloton branch prediction to the L-
TAGE predictor for a shared interconnect. Baseline is L-TAGE predictor without shared
updates.
Figure 5.24: Impact on cycles from applying Peloton branch prediction to the L-TAGE
predictor for a shared interconnect. Baseline is L-TAGE predictor without shared up-
dates.











Blackscholes 8.16% (± 0.06) 8.58% (± 0.15) 333 (± 15.28) 340 (± 28.57)
Canneal 8.78% (± 0.08) 7.36% (± 0.07) 342 (± 0.04) 343 (± 0.10)
Swaptions 8.53% (± 0.35) 7.09% (± 0.18) 735 (± 0.86) 729 (± 1.62)
Fluidanimate 22.69% (± 0.19) 17.03% (± 0.02) 1,296 (± 1.84) 1,271 (± 0.51)
Raytrace 1.80% (± 0.10) 3.50% (± 0.02) 2,469 (± 7.60) 2,476 (± 7.50)
Freqmine 12.86% (± 0.33) 12.95% (± 0.22) 4,424 (± 12.73) 4,429 (± 8.31)
Vips 3.40% (± 0.24) 4.71% (± 0.05) 2,688 (± 5.79) 2,708 (± 13.08)
Table 5.3: Miss rates and cycle counts for TAGE predictor with and without update
sharing
The results in figure 5.23 show that sharing BPU updates can have a large, positive
impact on branch predictor accuracy in several of the benchmarks. However, much as
with the GShare predictor, sharing updates can also result in a large increase in mis-
predictions. It is worth noting that while Raytrace and Vips both had a large negative
response to sharing updates they had the lowest misprediction rate to start with (1.8%
and 3.4% respectively). This explains why figure 5.24 shows only a small increase in
runtime for these two benchmarks.
The best results are shown to be for Swpations and Fluidanimate, where mispre-
dictions are reduced by 15-25% and runtime reduced by 1-2%. This shows that in the
right circumstances sharing updates can lead to an improvement in branch predictor
accuracy and a reduction in runtime for not just hybrid GShare predictors, but state of
the art TAGE predictors as well.
5.11 Further Work
With modern multi-core processors heterogeneous cores are an increasingly popular
feature. In this chapter we limited ourselves to homogeneous cores with identical
branch predictors as this made transmitting updates between BPUs much easier. It
should be possible to share updates between differently sized BPUs, but this will re-
quire an extra step or transferring extra data due to the different hashing functions that
would be applied in different sized BPUs.
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It would also be worth looking at adding extra logic to be able to handle the case
where more than one application is running. This is because, without the correct pro-
tocol being in place, it would be easy for the updates for one application to overrate the
counters for the other application, resulting in reduced performance. This technique
would require some mechanism for identifying when different virtual addresses are
mapping to the same source code branch.
5.12 Summary
An early assumption of this chapter was that it is possible to exploit the similarities
in branch outcomes across multiple cores executing the same data-parallel application
on different data points. The results prove that this assumption holds true. The results
have shown a reduction in misprediction rate of between 1% and 25%, accompanied
by a reduction in run time of a between 1% and 6%.
The energy model based on MCPAT showed a reduction in energy of 1% and 6%.
The approach of making use of the existing split address/data bus by simply connecting
it to the BPUs means that the solution introduces a minimum of hardware complexity.
This chapter has demonstrated that Peloton branch prediction is suitable for a range
of different branch predictor sizes, and provided an explanation as to how and why it is
successful. Finally, Peloton branch prediction has been shown to be effective not only
for GShare based hybrid predictors, but also cutting edge L-TAGE predictors.
Chapter 6
The Case For Heterogenous
Cooperative Branch Prediction
6.1 Introduction
In chapter 5 a new technique for the improvement of performance in a multicore
data-parallel setting through better BPU performance was introduced. This technique
looked at sharing branch predictions between the BPUs that are traditionally found as
part of a multicore BPU, with the addition of a connection to the interconnect. The
results showed that by passing updates between the BPUs accuracy could be improved
and a runtime speedup obtained.
The movement towards multicore processor design was highlighted in chapter 1.
This chapter went on to explain the growing interest in processors employing a hetero-
geneous core selection, where processor cores with different computational power and
energy requirements are employed to meet a range of differing application-run-time
requirements.
In this chapter we consider the application of our novel BPU communication tech-
nique to a heterogeneous processor design. In this case the aim is to use a selection of
cores with smaller BPUs and some with larger BPUs with the aim of achieving similar,
or even better, performance than can be achieved by using only the larger BPUs. If
this performance goal can be met then it will be possible to achieve a lower cost, lower
energy design requiring less die space but with the same runtime.
The rest of the chapter looks at a more detailed motivating example of what a
heterogeneous design can achieve, before moving on to a detailed discussion of het-
erogeneous design simulated in our experiments. The results of our simulated design
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are then presented, followed by an analysis of what they mean for performance and
BPU sizes. Finally we consider further work in the area and then present a summary
of the chapter.
6.2 Motivation
The advantages of a smaller BPU were discussed in chapter 1 but can be summarised
as resulting in lower energy consumption, smaller die-space and a cheaper chip. A
reduction in BPU size will generally result in a reduction in prediction accuracy, but
there are some cases where the design is constrained by either cost, energy or space,
leading processor architects to consider a processor with a smaller BPU. Through the
use of our novel communication technique, we seek to be able to reduce the size of
some of the BPUs without sacrificing the performance of the overall system.
Figure 6.1: Demonstrating two ways that heterogeneous BPU sizes can impact on
processor design.
In chapter 5, our analysis of the cyclic slipstreaming behaviour of the processor
cores suggested that not all of the cores were doing an equal share of work as the first
core to encounter a branch. As a result it may be possible to have a small number
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of cores with large BPUs that would do the majority of the hard work in predicting
branches before passing the branch information back to the following cores which
would only need a small BPU to turn this extra prediction information into a more ac-
curate prediction. In an ideal case the following cores with the smaller BPUs would
need only a handful of BPU entries to accurately predict all the branches they encoun-
tered, removing the large energy and die-space requirements that were present before.
This chapter considers the application of the technique to data-parallel benchmarks
as these should maximise the opportunity for branch information to be shared between
BPUs. The reduction in energy afforded by this technique could be used by large data
farms to directly reduce the energy consumed by their processors and thus reduce their
energy bill. Furthermore, running the cores with lower power and energy constraints
could result in reduced thermal load, allowing for a reduction in cooling and further
savings. Alternatively, the same energy and die-space could be used to add an addi-
tional processor core with the small BPU, thus resulting in increased throughput and a
reduction in time required to process a data set.
Large Predictors Small Predictors Saving at Half Size Saving at Quarter Size
6 2 12.5% 18.75%
4 4 25% 37.50%
2 6 37.5% 56.25%
Table 6.1: Savings to bits budget by using a combination of full and half or quarter sized
predictors.
If the bits budget of the BPU is 20% of the overall processor budget, then reducing
6 of the BPUs to 25% their original size will have reduced the bits budget sufficiently
to add a 9th core with a similarly reduced BPU and still require a smaller bits budget
than the original 8.
6.3 Methodology
In this section we present the architecture of the processor that was simulated when
conducting our experiments. The basic set-up is much the same as in chapter 5. The
experiments were conducted using the same MARSS simulator [52] (see section 5.4).
We chose to simulate the PARSEC2 benchmark suite [6], containing examples
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of demanding, data-parallel workloads, suitable for research into diverse, non-high
performance computing applications. We used the simsmall dataset to simulate only
the benchmarks described as data-parallel. We used the built in Intel Atom processor
model as a representative model of an in-order core tested against real hardware [43].
The modelled core is single threaded, with 2-wide fetch and issue width, 2 integer,
2 floating point and 2 complex functional units, 32-entry commit buffer and 16-entry
dispatch queue and store buffer. Each core has a 256-set, 8-way MESI instruction
cache and an identical data cache. A single 212-set, 8-way L2 cache is shared amongst
the cores. The benchmarks were each set to run 4 threads over the 8 single threaded
cores. The branch misprediction cost was 6 cycles.
The branch predictor modelled comprised a 210-entry, 4-way BTB, used to predict
branch targets and a 210-entry RAS used for storing call return addresses. The RAS
was implemented as a circular stack, with each of the 210 entries storing information
about a call-return pair. Each time a call is made a new return address is pushed onto
the top of the stack. The number of entries is chosen to be far larger than is likely to be
needed to ensure that the performance of the RAS does not hinder the overall accuracy
of the BPU. The major effort of the new technique in this chapter is centred around the
BTAC and especially the BHT. Each of the RAS entries comprises the 31 bits required
to capture the branch return address.
The direction prediction component was a hybrid GShare-Bimodal predictor with
a bits budget ranging from 48 KB to 1.5 KB (for details see table 6.3). The hybrid
consisted of two sub-predictors (GShare and Bimodal) and meta predictor. The GShare
predictor uses a global branch history register to store the outcome of all branches,
which is then XORed with the PC of the branch to calculate the index of the 2-bit
saturating counter used to predict the branch outcome. The Bimodal sub-predictor
uses no history information and indexes its 2-bit saturating counters using the branch
PC folded in half by XORing. The meta predictor was implemented in the same way
as the Bimodal predictor.
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Subpred Entries Direction Size BTB size Ras Size Total (Per Core)
65,536 16 KB x 3 16 KB 8 KB 72 KB
32,768 8 KB x 3 16 KB 8 KB 40 KB
16,384 4 KB x 3 16 KB 8 KB 28 KB
8,192 2 KB x 3 16 KB 8 KB 22 KB
4,096 1 KB x 3 16 KB 8 KB 19 KB
2,048 0.5 KB x 3 16 KB 8 KB 17.5 KB
Table 6.2: Bits budgets of the BPU components for the different sizes used in this chap-
ter.
The experiments were split into 4 series: the homogeneous architectures where
all 8 BPUs are the same size, heterogeneous architectures with 6 large and 2 small
BPUs, heterogeneous architectures with 4 large and 4 small BPUs and heterogeneous
architectures with 2 large and 6 small BPUs. These configurations were chosen to
provide a sampling of the different balance of sizes and still be easily manufactured.
For each of the heterogeneous configurations the small BPU’s direction predictor tables
have half the number of entries found in the larger BPU but are identical in all other
respects.
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Table 6.3: Bits budgets and die-space consumed by the different BPU configurations
used in this chapter.
6.3.1 Software
To communicate the updates between BPUs it is necessary to have some physical con-
nection. We chose to model this as a two way connection between the interconnect
and the BPU located on each core. This gives the lowest overhead in terms of addi-
tional hardware requirements and complexity. However, this will result in increased
contention, leading to a possible slowdown. The updates were transmitted by broad-
casting to all other cores attached to the data bus.
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6.3.2 Hardware
The model provided by MARSS is of a split data/address bus, with an arbitration la-
tency of 1 cycle and a broadcast latency of 6 cycles. We model the addition of the
BPUs through the addition of new BPU controllers that attach to the split bus in the
same way as the L1 data/instruction caches. In this manner the BPUs communicate in
much the same way as any other cache connected to the interconnect, but only interact
with other BPUs.
6.3.3 Data Transmitted
The data to be sent in each update depend on the size of BPU in use. Each update
consists of the number of history bits needed for the larger predictor, the outcome of
the branch and the branch target. This gives Log2(larger sub-predictor size)+63 bits
per update, giving a maximum update size of 79 bits.
It is assumed that a predictor can update its counters on the cycle the update arrives
(for any number of remote updates) and that this does not interfere with reads or writes
to the predictor from the local core.
6.4 Results
In this section we present the results of our experiments with heterogeneous BPU con-
figurations alongside the homogeneous configurations to facilitate comparison. This
graph is an extension of the work found in chapter 5, figure 5.20. The Unshared-8 and
Shared-8 series in figure 6.2 are the same as the Unshared and Shared in figure 5.20.
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Figure 6.2: Miss rate achieved by finding total mispredictions and completed branches
for each of the 5 results per benchmark, then summing over each benchmark and
dividing completed branches by mispredictions. Results are given for each processor
paring size along the x-axis (smaller predictors to the right) and for each combination
of processor pairing. The error bars shown are the 95% confidence interval from the
standard error.
Figure 6.3: Cycles achieved by adding together cycles each of the 5 results per bench-
mark, then summing over each benchmark. Results are given for each processor paring
size along the x-axis (smaller predictors to the right) and for each combination of pro-
cessor pairing. The error bars shown are the 95% confidence interval from the standard
error.
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Figure 6.4: Total energy consumed by adding together energy used by each of the
5 results per benchmark, then summing over each benchmark. Results are given for
each processor paring size along the x-axis (smaller predictors to the right) and for each
combination of processor pairing.The error bars shown are the 95% confidence interval
from the standard error.
Figure 6.2 shows how each architectural configuration performs over all bench-
marks executed. While the figure generally follows the expected shape of improving
performance with increased bits budget while experiencing diminishing returns, there
are some interesting results. The most striking is that the results are split into two
groups, with the architectures that share BPU information clearly outperforming those
that do not. The performance of the architectures making use of sharing is much more
sensitive to the bits budget of the BPU than those that do not share updates, with the
homogeneous architectures being the most sensitive in both the shared and non-sharing
architectures.
An important result to note is that, as was seen in chapter 5, even the smallest
configurations with sharing can outperform the largest, most accurate configurations
without sharing, achieving an improvement in miss rate of 2%, while reducing the bits
budget by around 5x. The most accurate performance was achieved by an architec-
ture sharing updates amongst 6 predictors with 64K entries and 2 predictors with 32K
entries. The most efficient (being the a good balance between bits budget and accu-
racy) is arguably either an architecture sharing updates amongst 6 predictors with 4K
entries and 2 predictors with 2K entries, or an architecture sharing updates amongst 4
predictors with 4K entries and 4 predictors with 2K entries. Both predictors perform
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only 3% worse than the best shared architecture, 2% better than the best non-sharing
architecture and require only 40% of the bits budget. Both architectures outperform a
predictor of a similar size that does not use sharing by nearly 4%.
The results in figure 6.3 show the impact changing the architecture has on the
cycles required to complete all of the benchmarks. The error bars are much larger
than in figure 6.2. This is because the nature of a full system simulator that makes use
of randomness will have additional factors that impact the cycle count than just the
branch prediction accuracy. By running each benchmark-architecture pairing 5 times
the factors that are not due to the branch predictor should be smoothed out as much
as possible. It it clear that while sharing does reduce the cycle count for 64K entry
configurations, it increases the cycle count in all other cases. Since this is the opposite
of what was observed in figure 6.2, it must be concluded that the overhead of the
BPU updates across the interconnect outweights the improvement in branch predictor
accuracy.
It is interesting to note that the best result in figure 6.3 is found for the 16K en-
try predictors, with the homogeneous configuration and potentially the 2x16K-6x8K
configurations performing the best. This is despite the fact that figure 6.2 shows that
these configurations perform worse than the 64K entry configurations. One possible
reason for the lower cycle count is that, while the larger configuration made less mis-
predictions, these may have had a larger secondary cost, such as an increase in I-Cache
misses, or may have had a larger apparent cost due to less overlap with other causes of
pipeline stalls.
The energy results shown in figure 6.4 very closely mirror the results seen in figure
6.3. All but the largest configurations of the architectures sharing BPU updates con-
sume more energy than those that do not. This will be as a joint result of the increase
in interconnect traffic and increase in program run time.
6.5 Further Work
With such a large number of variables it is possible to consider further combinations
that were outside the scope of this chapter. Other than simply considering large or
smaller sizes or pairings, it would be more interesting to try combining further different
types of branch predictors. This could be done by simply looking at increasing the
number of sizes, up to a different size per BPU, or by considering totally different
predictors altogether, such as TAGE or Perceptrons.
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Further consideration could be given to looking at different types of heterogeneity
within the cores, whether by changing the instruction cache sizes or issue width. These
have previously been shown to have an impact on how large an impact the BPU can
have on the performance of the processor as a whole [63]. As a result, altering these
parameters may make different BPU strategies either more or less effective.
Despite the encouraging prediction accuracy results shown in 6.2, the cycle and
energy results in figures 6.3 and 6.4 suggest that sharing updates is impacting too
heavily on the performance of the interconnect. The scheme used here is the same
as was settled upon in chapter 5. However, this chapter only conducted research into
different communication strategies for the 64K entry predictors. The communications
strategy of what is worth communicating is the most important aspect of sending up-
dates between BPUs, therefore it would be worthwhile returning to consider if the best
communications strategy is different for the type of smaller predictors assessed in this
chapter.
6.6 Summary
This chapter has explored the idea of choosing an architecture with a heterogeneous
approach to BPU selection. This builds upon the solution presented in chapter 5 where
each of the BPUs communicates with each other BPU to increase the prediction accu-
racy obtainable for data-parallel workloads.
The results have shown that, by choosing the right kind of heterogeneity, the size
of the cache required for the BPU can be reduced by up to 35%, while increasing
mispredictions by less than 1%. By making use of communication between BPUs to
further reduce branch mispredictions, with up to a 4% reduction in miss rate. The
results also showed that sharing updates between cores can allow for miss rates to be
improved by up to 2.5% while reducing the bits budget by up to 25%.
This is an important result for embedded devices, or other processors bound by
energy or die-space requirements, as it will serve to increase battery life while also
improving performance. Alternatively the same solution could to used to increase the
number of cores that can fit into the same die-space due to the reduction in die-space
required for the BPU caches.
Chapter 7
Conclusion
This thesis has been centred around exploring two questions presented in section 1.9.1,
can BPUs for embedded processors can be improved and what is the best way to modify
existing BPUs technologies to target the needs of a given processor.
This chapter summarises the major contributions of this thesis from chapters 4 to 6.
The contributions are then brought together and analysed to answer the questions posed
in section 1.9.1 and what the limitations of the contributions are. Finally, consideration
is given to further work arising from the results presented in this thesis.
7.1 Contributions
7.1.1 Hybrid Dynamic-Static Predictors For Embedded Processors
Chapter 4 demonstrated that the introduction of a hybrid predictor can be made possi-
ble for even the most restrictive of die space and energy requirements found on modern
embedded processors. Furthermore, through careful consideration of how such a hy-
brid predictor is constructed the result is an overall increase in performance at a very
low increase in power consumption.
A new bias parameter was introduced, allowing for a small fraction of an applica-
tion’s performance to be traded off for energy efficiency. The results showed a per-
formance change of 7 - 8% with a change in peak performance of only 0.5% when
moving from a bits budget of 4.125KB to 0.258KB. Furthermore, up to 90% of the
branches are predicted statically, giving a very low energy overhead for the dynamic
predictor.
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7.1.2 Cooperative Branch Prediction For Multicore Data-parallel Work-
loads
Chapter 5 presented a technique that aimed to exploit the similarities in branch out-
comes across multiple cores executing the same data-parallel application on different
data points. The results in figure 5.17 showed an average reduction in misprediction
rate of 1%, up to a maximum of 25%, accompanied by a reduction in run time of an
average of 1% and up to 6%.
The energy model based on McPAT suggested that this is achieved at no extra en-
ergy cost. The approach of using the data bus by simply connecting it to the BPUs
resulted in a minimum of additional hardware complexity. Finally, the technique was
demonstrated to be suitable for a range of different branch predictor sizes, an explana-
tion was provided as to how and why it is successful. In doing so it was shown that
a small BPU using the technique can outperform a much larger BPU that does not use
the technique.
7.1.3 Heterogeneous Branch Predictors For Reduced Energy/Die-
space
Chapter 6 extended the work from chapter 5, by considering an architecture with a
heterogeneous approach to BPU selection. The results in figure 6.2 showed that by
choosing the right kind of heterogeneity the size of the cache required for the BPU
can be reduced and the accuracies achieved increased. This was shown to be true
for processors that simply make use of differently sized BPUs, but was more useful
for processors making use of communication between BPUs to further reduce branch
mispredictions.
7.2 Summary
In answering the question of can BPUs for embedded processors can be improved,
chapter 4 showed that it is possible for embedded processors to be able to make use of
a small dynamic predictor along-side static predictors, incurring a small extra die-space
but improving performance by up to 8%. Alternatively, the same approach could be
used to preserve performance and reduce predictor bits budget by a factor of 16X. As
discussed in chapter 1 (sections 1.6 and 1.7), the constraints of energy, power and die-
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space are of chief concern to embedded processors and will only grow in importance
in the future.
The technique presented in chapter 4 holds promise in helping architects in making
the design decisions necessary to balance these increasingly important requirements.
Figure 4.4 shows how even a very small dynamic predictor can outperform a state of the
art static predictor, while figure 4.5 shows that for this to happen it is important to only
predict branches dynamically if they really require the extra accuracy of a dynamic
BPU. A second important result in figure 4.4 is that a much smaller BPU can perform
similarly to much larger BPUs in the right circumstances, making dynamic predictors
viable in the highly constrained die-space requirements of embedded processors.
In taking a largely unmodified BPU and sharing information, chapters 5 and 6 an-
swered the second question of this thesis and found a novel way of using the existing
highly accurate BPU technologies to target the needs of a given processor. In figures
5.20 and 6.2 the results show that data-parallel applications can be improved by shar-
ing information between the BPUs, but only for certain benchmarks and at certain bit
budgets.
Chapter 6 showed that the right heterogeneous configuration can have a large im-
pact on the bits budget required for the BPU while having little negative impact on the
performance. Figure 6.3 showed that sharing updates can be sucessful for heteroge-
neous processors, while figure 6.4 demonstrated the powerful effects of heterogeneity
on the energy consumed.
7.3 Analysis
One disadvantage of the techniques introduced in chapters 4, 5 and 6 is that they are
based on static profiling carried out ahead of time. This means that they must be
profiled for each combination of application and hardware configuration that the tech-
niques are to be applied to decide when, if and how the technique should be used.
Additionally, the techniques are unable to react to an input set that is dramatically
different to the training set used. As a result the techniques may end up reducing
performance where they had been expected to improve performance. A way to dy-
namically control when and how the techniques are applied would allow for this to be
addressed. Such a technique was outside the scope of this thesis but possible ways of
achieving this are discussed in 7.4.
Chapters 5 and 6 made some attempt at detailing how it would be possible to im-
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plement the techniques in a real processor. However, the precise details of how this
can be achieved can only be shown through a lower level exploration, such as a regis-
ter or gate level model. Such a model would also be able to give more accurate energy
figures for the updates being sent across the interconnect. The results in section 6.4
have shown that the energy used by these updates is an important factor in deciding
whether or not the technique will reduce energy consumption. Presenting such a model
is beyond the scope of this thesis as it was chosen that the focus should be on more of
a limit study of how and when the technique may be useful, rather than getting bogged
down in the specifics of one particular implementation.
7.4 Future Work
There are several interesting directions that it would be worth extending the work in
chapters 5 and 6. The results in these chapters have shown that while sharing informa-
tion between BPUs can be helpful at some times, but harmful at others. To ensure that
the correct information is shared at the right time a method of dynamically enabling
and disabling sharing should be developed.
Remote Update Predictor Table
This could take several different forms, perhaps the most straight-forward would
be to modify the hybrid GShare predictor presented in chapters 5 and 6 by adding
a new predictor table. This table would only be updated by information sent
from other BPUs and would be accessed in parallel to the existent GShare and
Bimodal predictors with a new or extended meta table to choose between using
local or remote updates.
Centralised/Distributed Update Controller
Another method would be to introduce some structure responsible for monitor-
ing when updates are useful and what type of updates are most useful. If this
were a centralised structure it could also be possible to reduce traffic by collect-
ing together similar updates to ensure that redundant messages are not transmit-
ted. This could also be distributed into some form of specialised interconnect.
This may help eliminate messages earlier, but the reduced information could lead
to eliminating updates that may be useful and could use more die-space.
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The Controller could also be used pro-actively to send signals out to BPUs that
are producing unhelpful updates to stop them them from sending any. Some
mechanism could then be used to signal when it may be useful for the BPU to
restart sending updates.
Alternative Interconnect Topology
Chapters 5 and 6 considered sending updates across a split address/data bus used
for the existing instruction and data caches. However, it would be interesting
to investigate the effect of a different topology on the effectiveness of shared
updates. For instance, a bi-directional ring could be used for faster updates to
neighbouring BPUs, or a tree structure could be used to filter updates, performing
the function of a Distributed Update Controller.
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